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1 Executive summary
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE) has
been conducting farm surveys annually since 1978. The surveys collect detailed
financial, physical and socioeconomic information from farm businesses across
Australia.
The purpose of our study is how to produce more efficient estimates of means
per farm within small regions or domains utilising spatial covariate information.
For testing of small area models unit record farm level survey data from the
wheat-sheep zone for the survey years 1978-79 to 1994-95 inclusive were used.
Synthetic coordinates (longitude, latitude) for each farm were obtained by using
pairwise distances between farms. The variable of interest was average Total Cash
Receipts (TCR) within small areas. The compared the performance of several
different methods of small area estimation (SAE) such as
• empirical best linear unbiased prediction (EBLUP),
• spatial empirical best linear unbiased prediction (SEBLUP),
• non-parametric empirical best linear unbiased prediction (NEBLUP),
• M-quantile (MQ) models,
• M-quantile geographically weighted regression (MQGWR) models.
The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) was computed as a measure of estimation
performance of the predictors.
The results show that the predicted values of average Total Cash Receipts are
almost the same for the EBLUP and the SEBLUP for all years. The estimated
RMSE of both the EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable due to the use of
parametric bootstrap.
The study shows that the NEBLUP can be very unstable — it may give
small or even negative values of average Total Cash Receipts. Nevertheless, the
NEBLUP, which is based on nonparametric regression techniques, can outperform
those based on linear models when such trends were not linear.
The MQ appears heavily affected by influenced outliers in some years.
The MQGWR is very time-consuming since it is required to evaluate param-
eters in each location in the population. On the other hand, in terms of the
estimated RMSE the predictor, which accounts for the spatial structure of the
data, has on average smaller RMSE. These results indicate that incorporating
spatial information in small area estimation has promise.
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2 Background: ABARE farm surveys
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE) has
been conducting farm surveys annually since 1978. ABARE surveys are designed
and samples selected on the basis of a framework drawn from the Business Reg-
ister maintained by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS). This framework
includes agricultural establishments in each statistical local area classified by size
and major industry. Industry definitions are based on the Australian and New
Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC). Only farms in the broad-
acre and dairy industries are included in the survey:
• specialist croppers,
• mixed livestock croppers,
• sheep specialists,
• beef specialists
• mixed sheep beef farms and
• dairy specialists.
Farms assigned to a particular industry class have a high proportion of their total
output characterised by that class. The estimates published in this report cover
establishments with an estimated value of agricultural operations of $22,500 or
more.
The survey collects detailed financial (receipts, assets, debt, etc), physical
(farm area, location, etc) and socioeconomic information (age, education, etc)
from farm businesses across Australia. A description of key items collected in the
survey is given below.
BEEFCL Number of beef cattle on hand at the end of the financial year
BEEFP Price of beef sold = BEEFV / BEEFQ
BEEFQ Number of beef cattle sold plus transfers to other farms less transfers
in
BEEFV Cash receipts from beef cattle turnoff during current year (incorporates
an imputed value for transfers)
FARM NO Farm identifier number (for a given farm this doesn’t change be-
tween years)
FCI Farm cash income = TCR - TCC
LAMBP Price of lambs sold = LAMBV / LAMBQ
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LAMBQ Number of lambs sold (lambs are rarely transferred between farms)
LAMBV Cash receipts from lambs sold during current year
OTHERV Total cash receipts from farming operations less BEEFV, LAMBV,
WHEATV and WOOLV
REGION Survey region identifier (see region map)
SHEEPCL Number of sheep (adults plus lambs) on hand at the end of the
financial year
STATE State identifier, 1=NSW, 2=VIC, 3=QLD, 4=SA, 5=WA, 6=TAS, 7=NT,
8=ACT
TCC Total cash cost from farming operations during current year
TCR Total cash receipts from farming operations during current year
VALUE Capital value of farm per operating hectare including depreciated value
of all farm assests, but excluding the operator’s house. This value has been
spatially smoothed and is not the original collected item
WEIGHT Survey weight based on Bardsley and Chambers (1986) approach
WHEATP Price of wheat sold = WHEATV / WHEATQ
WHEATQ Wheat quantity harvested during current year
WHEATV Cash receipts from wheat sold during current year
WOOLP Price of wool sold = WOOLV / WOOLQ
WOOLQ Amount of wool sold during current year
WOOLV Cash receipts from wool sold during current year
YEAR Financial year (July 1 to June 30) (e.g. 1991 means July 1 1990 to June
30 1991)
The ABARE broadacre regions are split into 3 broad agro-ecological zones,
the pastoral zone, the wheat-sheep zone and the high rainfall zone. In our study
we use the wheat-sheep zone, which consists of 12 regions (small areas).
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Figure 1: Australian broad acre zones and regions
Table 1: The small areas
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Region 121 122 123 221 222 223 321 322 421 422 521 522
The number of farms that have been used in the study covering the years
1979 to 1995 are shown in table 2.
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Since the survey data are highly confidential, we were given a matrix that
includes pairwise distances between farms in the wheat-sheep zone. Using this
information we have obtained synthetic coordinates (longitude, latitude) for each
farm.
3 Analytical framework
In what follows we assume that a vector of p auxiliary variables x is known for
each population unit j in small area i and that information for the variable of
interest y is available from a sample which we denote by s that includes units
from all the small areas of interest. We denote the population (sample) size in
area i by Ni(ni) and use si(ri) to denote the sampled (non-sampled) population
units this area. The target is to use these data to estimate various area specific
quantities, including (but not only) the small area mean mi of y.
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3.1 Small Area Estimation under Linear Models with Ran-
dom Area Effects
3.1.1 Models with Independent Effects
A flexible and popular method in SAE is the use of linear mixed models with area
specific random effects, with estimation and inferences typically carried out using
empirical best linear unbiased prediction (EBLUP — see Rao (2003) [13]). In the




ijβ + γi + εij, j = 1, . . . , Ni i = 1, . . . , d, (1)
where εij is an individual random effect with mean zero and variance σ
2
ε , γi is
the random area effect associated with small area i, assumed to have mean zero
and variance σ2γ. These two terms are assumed to be mutually independent.
In addition, it is often assumed that they are normally distributed. In matrix
notation, (1) can be expressed as follows
Y = Xβ + Zγ + ε, (2)
where
Y = (Y T1 , . . . , Y
T
d )
T , Yi = (yi1, . . . , yiNi)
T ,
X = (XT1 , . . . , X
T
d )
T , Xi = (Xi1, . . . , XiNi)
T ,
Z = diag(Zi = 1Ni; 1 6 I 6 d), γ = (γ1, . . . , γd)
T ,
ε = (εT1 , . . . , ε
T
d )
T , εi = (εi1, . . . , εiNi)
T ,
where 1Ni is the unit vector of length Ni and INi is the identity matrix of order
Ni.
Since different areas are independent, the covariance matrix of Y has block
diagonal structure given by








In practice the variance components θ = (σ2γ , σ
2
ε)
T that define V are unknown
and can be estimated from the sample data. We denote these estimates by




The empirical best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) ofmi (Henderson, 1975
[7]; Rao, 2003 [13]) is then
m̂i = fiȲis + (1 − fi)
(
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xj are the sample means of Y and X for
area i,
X̄ir = (Ni − ni)
−1(NiX̄i − niX̄is) is the corresponding mean of X for the




j=1 xj is assumed known.
Prasad and Rao (1990) [11] have proposed an approximately unbiased esti-
mator of the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the EBLUP
M(m̂i) = (1 − fi)
















































Ĉ(θ̂) is the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix of θ̂ defined by the inverse
of the observed information matrix I(θ).
3.1.2 Models with Spatial Dependence
In recent years there has been growing interest in methods that incorporate the
spatial structure of the data in small area estimation. The most popular approach
does this by fitting a Simultaneously Autoregressive (SAR) model to the random
area effects in (1). The application of SAR models in small area estimation
enables researchers to borrow strength over space and hence potentially improve
the precision of small area estimates. Particularly, in a SAR error model (see,
e.g., Chandra et al. (2007) [6], Petrucchi and Salvati (2006)[10], Pratesi and
Salvati (2008) [12], Singh et al. (2005) [16]) the vector of random area effects v
satisfies
v = ρWv + γ,
where ρ is the spatial autoregressive coefficient, W is the spatial weight matrix,
γ ∼ N(0, σ2γI) is a vector of random area effects, independent of ε. In matrix
form the resulting model can be expressed as
y = XTβ + Z(I − ρW )−1γ + ε, (4)
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where I is a d×d identity matrix, Z is a n×d matrix of known positive constants,
the W matrix describes the neighbourhood structure of the small areas and ρ
defines the strength of the spatial relationship between the random effects of
neighbouring areas.
The simplest way to define W is as a contiguity matrix. That is, the ele-
ments of W take non-zero values only for those pairs of areas that are adjacent.
Another possible ways to specify the matrix are as some function of the length
of shared border between neighbouring areas or as a function of the distance
between certain locations in each area.
It follows that the covariance matrix of Y is
Var(Y ) = V = σ2εIN + ZGZ
T ,
where G = σ2γ
(
(I − ρW T )(I − ρW )
)−1
. In practice, the vector of parameters
θ = (σ2γ , σ
2
ε , ρ)
T is unknown. If we replace it with an asymptotically consistent
estimator θ̂ = (σ̂2γ , σ̂
2
ε , ρ̂)
T , then the spatial-EBLUP (SEBLUP) for the ith small
area mean mi is
m̂i = fiȲis + (1 − fi)(X̄
T
irβ̂
s + bTi v̂), (5)





ss Ys) is the empirical BLU estimator of β, bi is
















(I − ρ̂W T )(I − ρ̂W )
)−1
ZTs .
When all random effects are normally distributed, the parameter vector θ can
be estimated via maximum likelihood (ML) or restricted maximum likelihood
(REML). Numerical approximations these estimators σ̂2γ , σ̂
2
ε , ρ̂ can be obtained
via a two-step procedure. At the first step, the Nelder-Mead algorithm is used
to approximate these estimates. The second step then uses these approximations
as starting values for a Fisher scoring algorithm.
Following the same approach as in Prasad and Rao (1990) [11], it can be
found an approximately unbiased estimator of the MSE of the SEBLUP (5) (see
Chandra et al. (2007) [6]):
M(m̂i) = (1 − fi)
2
(


















































An alternative approach to small area estimation is based on the use of semipara-
metric mixed models. A semiparametric mixed model is a regression model with
a non-parametric component in one predictor and a parametric component in
another predictor. See Ruppert et al. (2003) [14] . The key idea here is that the
dependence of the response on the predictors can be represented as a parametric
sub-model plus the sum of smooth functions of one or more of the predictor vari-
ables. A semiparametric mixed model is quite flexible compared with a strictly
parametric linear or generalized linear model, but still has much more structure
and interpretability than a completely general nonparametric regression model,
where the response is modelled as a smooth function of all the covariates.
Consider the following model
yi = f0(xi) + εi,
where the εi are independent random variables with mean 0 and variance σ
2
ε .
The function f0(·) is unknown but, if this function is to be estimated by using
penalized spline regression, which is often referred to as P -splines, we assume
that it can be approximated sufficiently well by








Here p is the degree of the spline, (x)p+ denotes the function x
pI{x>0}, κ1 <
· · · < κK is a set of fixed knots and β = (β0, . . . , βp)
T and δ = (δ1, . . . , δK)
T are
the coefficient vectors for the parametric and the spline portions of the model
respectively. Provided that the knot locations are sufficiently spread out over
the range of x and K is sufficiently large (guidelines are given below), the class
of functions f(x; β, δ) is very large and can approximate most smooth functions
f0(·) with a high degree of accuracy, even for p small (say, between 1 and 3). As
is commonly done in the P -spline context, we assume that the lack-of-fit error
f0(·)− f(·; β, δ) is negligible relative to the estimation error f(·; β, δ)− f(·; β̂, δ̂).
The spline function (refspline1) uses the truncated polynomial spline basis
{1, x, . . . , xp, (x − κ1)
p
+, . . . , (x − κK)
p
+} to approximate the function f0. Other
bases are also possible and, especially when x is multivariate, might be preferable
to the truncated polynomials. Regardless of the choice of basis, the spline function
can be expressed as a linear combination of basis functions.
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The knots are often at equally spaced quantiles of the distribution of the
covariate and K is taken to be large relative to the size of the data set. A typical
knot choice for univariate x would be one knot every four or five observations,
with a maximum number of 35—50. For multivariate regression problems, other
approaches are recommended to spread out the knots over the covariate space.
The spline function (6) could be extended to the bivariate case by taking
tensor products of basis functions in the north-south and east-west directions.
However, this leads to very large numbers of basis functions and numerical in-
stability in the fitting algorithm. Instead, a transformed radial basis can be used
(see Ruppert et al. (2003)), which is defined as follows
D = (C(xi − κk))16i6n,16k6K(C(κk − κk′))
−1/2
16k,k′6K , (7)
where C(r) = ‖r‖2 log ‖r‖, xi = (x1i, x2i denotes the geographical co-ordinates for
observation i and κk, k = 1, . . . , K, are spline knots. The second matrix on the
right-hand side of expression (7) applies a linear transformation to the radial basis
functions in the first matrix and makes the radial spline behave approximately
like a thin plate spline.
In both situations, model (6) is potentially overparameterized and difficult to
fit. This issue is avoided by putting a penalty on the magnitude of the spline
parameters δ. For a given data set {(xi, yi) : i = 1, . . . , n}, this is done by defining




{yi − f(xi; β, δ)}
2 + λδδ
T δ,
where λδ is a fixed penalty parameter. However, different values of λδ result in
different estimators of β and δ, so it is of interest to treat λδ as an unknown
parameter as well. As discussed in Ruppert et al. (2003) [14], this can be conve-
niently done by treating the δ as a random-effect vector in a linear mixed model
specification, which will allow joint estimation of λδ, β and δ by maximum likeli-
hood methods. In small area estimation, a commonly used approach is to express
the relationship between the variable of interest and any auxiliary variables as a
linear model supplemented by a random effect for the small areas. Since both
the P -spline and the small area estimation models can be viewed as random-
effects models, it is natural to try to combine both in a non-parametric small
area estimation framework based on linear mixed model regression. Opsomer et
al. [9] have proposed an approach that combines small area random effects with










































If other variables are available that need to be included in the model as parametric
terms, they can be added to the X fixed effect matrix. We assume that the data
follow the model
y = Xβ +Dδ + Zγ + ε, (8)
where
δ ∼ N(0,Σδ), Σδ = σ
2
δIK ,
γ ∼ N(0,Σγ), Σγ = σ
2
γId,
ε ∼ N(0,Σε), Σε = σ
2
εIn.
Each of the random components is assumed to be independent of the others.
The Nonparametric Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (NEBLUP)of
mi is of the form





T V̂ −1(y −XT β̂),
γ̂ = σ̂2γZ
T V̂ −1(y −XT β̂),




where x̄i and d̄i are the true means of the powers of xi (up to p) and of the spline
basis functions over the small area. Both x̄i and d̄i are assumed to be known.
The MSE estimator of the NEBLUP can found by using the pseudo-linearization
approach to MSE estimation that described in Chambers et al. [2]. The basic
idea of this approach is to express a predictor in pseudo-linear form, i.e. as a





and applying robust MSE estimation methods that treat these weights (which
typically depend on estimated variance components) as fixed. This approach
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then leads to a MSE estimator of the form
M(m̂i) = V (m̂i) + (B(m̂i))
2
,



























T V̂ −1(y −XHy) + zTj γ̃,
H = (XT V̂ −1X)−1XT V̂ −1,
γ̃ = (ZTZ)−1ZT (y −XHy),
aij = Niwij − I(j ∈ i).
3.3 M-quantile models
A flexible method in SAE is the use of M-quantile models (Breckling and Cham-
bers (1988) [1]). The M-quantile of order q of a random variable Y with distri-







dF (y) = 0,
where
ψq(u) = {(1 − q)I(u < 0) + qI(u > 0)}ψ(u)
and ψ is an appropriately chosen influence function. Here σq = E|Y −mq| is a
measure of the scale of the residuals from the M-quantile mq. Note that when
ψ(u) = u we obtain the expectile of order q, which represents a quantile-like
generalization of the mean, while when ψ(u) = sgn(u) we obtain the standard
quantile of order q.
3.3.1 Linear M-quantile models
Breckling and Chambers (1988) [1] define a linear M-quantile regression model is
one where the qth M-quantile Qq(X;ψ) of the conditional distribution of y given
x satisfies
Qq(xij ;ψ) = x
T
ijβψ(q). (10)
For specified q and continuous ψ, an estimate β̂ψ(q) of βψ(q) can be obtained via
an iterative weighted least squares algorithm.
In the context of SAE, Chambers and Tzavidis (2006) [5] observed that if
variability between small areas is a significant part of the overall variability of
the population data, then we expect units from a particular small area to have
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similar M-quantile coefficients. When (10) holds, with βψ(q) a sufficiently smooth













where θ̂i is an estimate of the average value of the M-quantile coefficients of the
units in area i. They suggest that the pth quantile mpi of the distribution of y in











I(yj 6 t) +
∑
j∈ri
I(xTj β̂ψ(θ̂i) 6 t)
)
.
Tzavidis and Chambers (2007) [17] note that both (4) and (5) can be biased and
propose alternative estimators based on replacing (6) by the distribution function













I(ŷk + (yj − ŷj) 6 t)
)
,
where ŷj = x
T
j β̂ψ(θ̂i) when population unit j is from area i. This leads to an






















Mean squared error (MSE) estimation of M-quantile based small area mean
estimators relies on the approach described in Chambers and Tzavidis (2006) [5].
The estimator is based on the linearization approach to MSE estimation. It is
motivated by re-expressing the predictor as a weighted sum of the sample values of
y, and applying robust MSE estimation methods that treat these weights (which
typically depend on estimated variance components) as fixed. Let {wj ; i ∈ s}
denote the set of weights that define either (11) or (12). This approach then
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leads to a MSE estimator of the form
M(m̂i) = V (m̂i) + (B(m̂i))
2
,







































3.3.2 M-quantile Geographically Weighted Regression Models
It can be defined a spatial extension to linear M-quantile regression based on
Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR). Given n observations at a set of L
locations {ul; l = 1, . . . , L;L 6 n}, a model for the M-quantile of order q of the
conditional distribution of y given x at u by allowing (10) to depend on u. That
is, we write
Qq(X;ψ, u) = X
Tβψ(u; q), (13)
where βψ(u; q) varies with u as well as with q. That is, (13) allows the entire
conditional distribution (not just the mean) of y given x to vary from location to
location.
Following Chambers and Tzavidis (2006) [5], we first estimate the M-quantile
GWR coefficients {qj ; j ∈ s} of the sampled population units without reference to
the small areas of interest. We adapt this approach to the GWR M-quantile model
(13) by first defining a fine grid of q values in the interval (0, 1), e.g. a grid that
ranges between (0.01 to 0.99) with step 0.01. We employ the same grid definition
and then use the sample data to fit (13) for each distinct value of q on this grid
and at each sample location. The M-quantile GWR coefficient for unit j with
values yj and xj at location uj is finally calculated by using linear interpolation
over this grid to find the unique value qj such that Q̂qj (xj ;ψ, uj) = yj.
Following Chambers and Tzavidis (2006) [5], the bias-adjusted M-quantile

















where Q̂θ̂i(xi;ψ, uj) is defined via the MQ model (13). An estimator of a first order
approximation to the mean squared error of this predictor have been proposed in
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2 + (ni − 1)
−1(Ni − ni)
)
I(k = i) + w2jkI(k 6= i),

















where 1si is the n-vector with jth component equal to one whenever the corre-
sponding sample unit is in area i and is zero otherwise, the matrix W ∗(u; q) is
a diagonal matrix of order n with entry corresponding to a particular sample
observation set equal to the product of this observations spatial weight, which
depends on its distance from location u, and the weight that this observation has
when the sample data are used to calculate the spatially stationary M-quantile
estimate β̂ψ(q).
3.4 Small Area Estimation under Transformation
We can see that both receipts and land area have skewed marginal distributions
and clear evidence of non-linearity in their relationship. Furthermore, a linear
model seems appropriate for logarithmic transformation of these variables. Var-
ious methods both based on the lognormal distribution and those that do not
require the lognormal assumption can be found in Chambers and Dorfman [3].









































Here Xs denotes the matrix of sample values of X.
The MSE of the EBLUP or the Spatial EBLUP can be estimated via the
parametric bootstrap (see, e.g., Molina et. al. [8]). This procedure works as
follows:
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1. Fit model (2) or (4) to the initial data on log-scale, obtaining estimates
(β̂, σ̂2u, σ̂
2




ε , ρ̂), respectively.
2. Generate a vector t∗1 whose elements are d independent copies of a N(0, 1).
Construct the vector u∗ = σ̂ut
∗
1 for model (2) or u
∗ = σ̂u(Id − ρ̂W )
−1t∗1 for
model (4).
3. Generate a vector t∗2 whose elements are N independent copies of a N(0, 1),




4. Construct bootstrap data from the model, y∗ = Xβ̂ + u∗ + ε∗.
5. Use steps 1—3 to generate B independent and identically distributed boot-
strap populations of size N , and calculate the bootstrap population param-
eters m
∗(b)
i , b = 1, . . . , B, i = 1, . . . , d, on raw-scale.
6. Extract a sample of size n, from each bootstrap population following the
considered sampling design, and calculate bootstrap predictors m̂
∗(b)
i , b =
1, . . . , B, i = 1, . . . , d, using lognormal predictor (16).













The purpose of the statistical analysis was to determine the effectiveness of the
use spatial data in ABARE farm surveys. We compare the performance of dif-
ferent predictors of mean Total Cash Receipts in each region (small area). These
predictors are the EBLUP (3), the SEBLUP (5), the NEBLUP (9), the MQ (12),
the MQGWR (14). We computed the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) as a
measure of estimation performance of the predictors. The results are summarised
in Appendix A. The appendix also includes results for the case without main in-
fluential outliers. The preliminary statistical analysis for each year from 1979 to
1995 is presented in Appendix B.
4.1 EBLUP
The distribution of Total Cash Receipts is strongly right skewed. Therefore, raw
observations were transformed using the natural logarithm. For each year from
1979 to 1995, the model included the following variables:
• logarithm of land area;
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• four dummy variables made up of five industries
– specialist croppers,
– mixed livestock croppers,
– sheep specialists,
– beef specialists,
– mixed sheep beef farms;
• logarithm of number of closing stock-beef + 1;
• logarithm of number of closing stock-sheep + 1;
• logarithm of wheat quantity harvested + 1.
Note that wheat quantity harvested is the most close variable to land area
under crops, which was not included in the data set. Table 3 shows the estimated
coefficients for the fixed effect of the linear mixed model on log-scale.
Table 3: Estimated coefficients of the fixed effect for the EBLUP
Year Intercept Land 1 dv 2 dv 3 dv 4 dv Beef Sheep Wheat
1979 7.43 0.42 -0.23 -0.34 -0.29 -0.07 0.07 0.04 0.11
1980 7.73 0.41 -0.14 -0.24 0.01 0.17 0.04 0.02 0.14
1981 8.00 0.36 -0.14 -0.22 -0.27 -0.02 0.06 0.05 0.13
1982 8.31 0.38 -0.24 -0.32 -0.17 -0.48 0.03 0.01 0.14
1983 8.06 0.36 0.02 0.15 -0.11 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.15
1984 8.43 0.40 -0.23 -0.27 -0.24 -0.30 0.01 0.00 0.13
1985 7.87 0.47 -0.14 -0.15 -0.12 0.13 0.02 -0.01 0.14
1986 7.83 0.51 -0.22 -0.26 -0.40 -0.26 0.03 -0.01 0.11
1987 7.43 0.54 -0.22 -0.06 0.03 -0.10 0.05 -0.01 0.13
1988 8.09 0.52 -0.36 -0.26 -0.50 -0.57 0.05 0.01 0.08
1989 8.19 0.49 -0.31 -0.37 -0.33 -0.45 0.06 0.03 0.09
1990 8.66 0.48 -0.41 -0.60 -0.47 -0.66 0.05 0.02 0.07
1991 8.32 0.46 -0.31 -0.40 -0.22 -0.44 0.07 0.01 0.09
1992 8.32 0.51 -0.41 -0.70 -0.57 -0.71 0.08 -0.02 0.09
1993 8.34 0.51 -0.32 -0.53 -0.23 -0.52 0.07 -0.04 0.11
1994 8.53 0.49 -0.36 -0.54 -0.29 -0.53 0.07 -0.04 0.10
1995 8.65 0.43 -0.35 -0.45 -0.27 -0.57 0.08 0.01 0.11




The model included all the variables used in the EBLUP model plus a contiguity
matrix, whose elements take the value 1 only for those pairs of areas that are






















0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1






















Table 4 shows the estimated coefficients for the fixed effect of the linear mixed
model on log-scale.
Table 4: Estimated coefficients of the fixed effect for the SEBLUP
Year Intercept Land 1 dv 2 dv 3 dv 4 dv Beef Sheep Wheat
1979 7.43 0.42 -0.23 -0.35 -0.29 -0.07 0.07 0.04 0.11
1980 7.75 0.40 -0.14 -0.22 0.03 0.19 0.04 0.02 0.14
1981 8.01 0.35 -0.13 -0.22 -0.26 -0.01 0.06 0.06 0.13
1982 8.35 0.37 -0.24 -0.32 -0.15 -0.47 0.03 0.01 0.14
1983 8.10 0.36 0.04 0.17 -0.10 0.12 0.07 0.00 0.14
1984 8.43 0.40 -0.22 -0.25 -0.24 -0.31 0.01 0.00 0.13
1985 7.92 0.47 -0.13 -0.13 -0.12 0.14 0.02 -0.01 0.14
1986 7.79 0.51 -0.21 -0.25 -0.39 -0.25 0.03 -0.01 0.11
1987 7.44 0.54 -0.22 -0.07 0.00 -0.10 0.05 -0.01 0.13
1988 8.09 0.52 -0.36 -0.26 -0.50 -0.57 0.05 0.01 0.08
1989 8.19 0.49 -0.31 -0.37 -0.33 -0.45 0.06 0.03 0.09
1990 8.66 0.48 -0.41 -0.60 -0.47 -0.67 0.05 0.02 0.07
1991 8.32 0.46 -0.31 -0.41 -0.23 -0.44 0.07 0.01 0.08
1992 8.32 0.51 -0.41 -0.70 -0.58 -0.71 0.08 -0.02 0.08
1993 8.33 0.51 -0.31 -0.53 -0.23 -0.51 0.07 -0.04 0.11
1994 8.53 0.49 -0.36 -0.54 -0.29 -0.53 0.07 -0.04 0.10
1995 8.66 0.43 -0.35 -0.45 -0.27 -0.57 0.08 0.01 0.11
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The MSE of the SEBLUP was estimated via the parametric bootstrap with
B = 50.
4.3 NEBLUP
For the NEBLUP model we used untransformed (raw) observations of all vari-
ables. The fixed effect part of the NEBLUP(1) model included the following
variables:
• land area;
• four dummy variables made up of five industries
– specialist croppers,
– mixed livestock croppers,
– sheep specialists,
– beef specialists,
– mixed sheep beef farms;
• number of closing stock-beef;
• number of closing stock-sheep;
• wheat quantity harvested.
The non-parametric part of the NEBLUP(1) model included matrix D as in
equation (7) for the spatial locations.
The fixed effect part of the model NEBLUP(2) included four dummy variables
made up of five industries
• specialist croppers,
• mixed livestock croppers,
• sheep specialists,
• beef specialists,
• mixed sheep beef farms.
The non-parametric part of the model NEBLUP(2) included matrix D as in
equation (7) for the spatial locations and the following variables:
• land area;
• number of closing stock-beef;
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• number of closing stock-sheep;
• wheat quantity harvested.
For both models we used the space filling algorithm that is implemented in
the SemiPar package for R. Besides in the NEBLUP(2) model we used 14 knots
for land area, number of closing stock-beef, number of closing stock-sheep, and
wheat quantity harvested. Thus, the parameter K = 60 + 4 · 14 = 116 for the
NEBLUP(2).
We simulated farm locations (latitude and longitude) using a file that includes
150 nearest pairwise distances between farms. In order to do this, we placed the
first farm at the origin (0, 0). Then we put the coordinates (x2, 0) of the second
farm that is a neighbour of the first farm. Then we used triangulation to find
out the coordinates (x3, y3) of the third farm that is a neighbour of the first two
farms. Next we used triangulation to find out the coordinates (x4, y4) of the
fourth farm that is a neighbour of the first three farms. In the same way, we used
triangulation to work out the coordinates of the next farm that is a neighbour of
some three farms already considered. We had to use the process of triangulation
up to some level of accuracy because of cumulative errors in coordinates obtained
by the algorithm. We also launched the algorithm twice since farms in WA are
not neighbours of farms of the eastern part of Australia.
We also generated the synthetic farm locations not in the original sample by
using weights that were given in the data set.
4.4 MQ
The model included all the variables used in the fixed part of the NEBLUP(1)
model.
4.5 MQGWR
The model included all the variables used in the fixed part of the NEBLUP(1)
model plus the synthetic locations of each farm in a population data set.
Figures 2 — 13 show predictors (EBLUP, SEBLUP, NEBLUP(1), NEBLUP(2),
MQ) for area means without influential outliers depending on year.
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Figure 2: Predictor for area 1 (region 121, NSW) mean without outliers


























Figure 3: Predictor for area 2 (region 122, NSW) mean without outliers

































Figure 4: Predictor for area 3 (region 123, NSW) mean without outliers


























Figure 5: Predictor for area 4 (region 221, Vic) mean without outliers




































Figure 6: Predictor for area 5 (region 222, Vic) mean without outliers





























Figure 7: Predictor for area 6 (region 223, Vic) mean without outliers

































Figure 8: Predictor for area 7 (region 321, Qld) mean without outliers


























Figure 9: Predictor for area 8 (region 322, Qld) mean without outliers



























Figure 10: Predictor for area 9 (region 421, SA) mean without outliers
































Figure 11: Predictor for area 10 (region 422, SA) mean without outliers






























Figure 12: Predictor for area 11 (region 521, WA) mean without outliers


























Figure 13: Predictor for area 12 (region 522, WA) mean without outliers


































The results set out in Appendix A show that the predicted values of average
Total Cash Receipts are almost the same for the EBLUP and the SEBLUP for
all years. Analogously, the predicted values are similar for the NEBLUP, the MQ,
and the MQGWR for years from 1979 to 1987. This similarity can be explained
by the fact that both the EBLUP and the SEBLUP use the same set of variables
on log-scale and lognormal transformation, whereas the last three predictors use
variables on raw-scale without any transformation.
Examining the performance in terms of the RMSE we note that the small
area predictors that account for the spatial structure of the data have on aver-
age smaller root mean squared errors with the MQGWR predictor performing
best. These results indicate that incorporating spatial information in small area
estimation via either the SEBLUP or the M-quantile GWR model has promise.
The SEBLUP model considered in this paper have been based on neighbour-
hoods defined by contiguous areas. It is easy to see that this is just one way of
introducing spatial dependence between area effects, and several other options
remain to be investigated.
We can see that there is little variability in the estimated coefficients for the
fixed effect for the EBLUP and the SEBLUP models. However, incorporating
time series model would be of interest. Further research is necessary in order
to compare models for borrowing strength over time and space in small area
estimation.
The estimated RMSE of both the EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable
due to the use of parametric bootstrap. Although a larger number of bootstrap
simulations for the EBLUP and the SEBLUP would have been preferable, this
was not feasible due to the computer intensive nature of the model-fitting process.
The MQGWR is very time-consuming since it is required to evaluate param-
eters in each location in the population. Still it appears to be superior to the
other predictors in terms of estimated RMSE and robustness.
The MQ appears heavily affected by influenced outliers in 1988 (area 1), 1989
(area 1), 1990 (area 1), 1991 (area 1 and 6), 1992 (areas 1 and 6), 1993 (area 1
and 6), 1994 (areas 1, 3 and 6), 1995 (areas 1 and 3).
The NEBLUP(2) has larger estimated RMSE than the NEBLUP(1) does for
most of the years due to larger number of knots, thai is, larger variability. How-
ever, in 1988 and 1989 in the case of presence of outliers, the NEBLUP(1) gives
negative values in areas 7 and 8, whereas the NEBLUP(2) performs well. Besides
the estimated RMSE for the NEBLUP(2) is smaller than for the NEBLUP(1) in
these years.
We can see that both the NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) can be very
unstable in the case of presence of outliers. For instance, in small areas 7 and
8 (regions 321 and 322, respectively) from 1988 to 1995 they give small or even
negative values of average Total Cash Receipts. This is due mainly to the non-
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parametric part of the model, particularly, due to the number and the location of
knots. There are very few knots in areas 7 and 8, which are situated on the north-
east edge of our study region. In addition, we remind that the MSE estimator
is analytical approximation, which relies on strong model assumptions, and need
large number of small areas to approximate well the MSE values. The NEBLUP,
which is based on nonparametric regression techniques, can outperform those
based on linear models when such trends were not linear. One problem that
arises with specifying the NEBLUP model is deciding which parameters of the
model vary nonlinear (and we should use splines) and which do not.
In this analysis, detailed spatial data was not available for non-sampled farms
and we generated synthetic locations for sampled farms. Notice that in order to
use the MQGWR model or the NEBLUP model one needs to have access to an
appropriate level of spatial information for fitting it.
In this data set that we used all areas have sample units. In many situations
this is not true, with survey data available only from a sample of areas. However,
we often have spatial information for all areas. Further research is required to
explore the use of this spatial information in order to efficiently estimate the
characteristics of the so called ‘out of sample’ areas.
Other variables of interest could be the Total Cash Cost (TCC) and the Farm
Cash Income (FCI), where FCI = TCR − TCC. Since the FCI can be negative
as well as positive, we propose that the TCC and the TCR — which are non-
negative, so it is possible to use logarithm — could be modelled separately and
afterwards use the results to estimate the FCI.
6 Future work
Further research will include
• using more complex ways of introducing spatial dependence between area
effects in the SEBLUP model,
• specifying the NEBLUP model (splines, knots) in an optimal way,
• incorporating time series models for borrowing strength over time and space
in small area estimation,
• exploring the use of the spatial information in order to efficiently estimate
the characteristics of the ‘out of sample’ areas,
• testing models that include additional spatial information such as pasture
growth and pasture growth index for each year,
• using spatial data for non-sampled farms.
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Table 5: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1979
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 95229.2 95232.9 97098.9 106137.7 103349.1 103264.9 156835.2
2 60674.5 60729.9 67304.3 69314.8 67551.3 67625.5 92502.6
3 78416.9 78523.7 63368.0 61899.9 63529.0 63539.5 88084.1
4 84498.1 84622.3 80239.4 78026.6 81199.0 81224.5 96622.5
5 65067.2 65164.8 66922.0 64849.6 64015.5 63903.0 76088.8
6 45590.1 45668.2 50787.5 53958.4 53512.4 53553.4 65329.2
7 47026.2 47016.6 53642.1 44588.6 52195.6 52071.5 66008.3
8 93440.6 93232.5 96154.6 100272.6 95921.0 95782.7 127592.2
9 95519.2 95779.7 69908.6 67072.0 69119.1 69163.4 70313.2
10 63541.8 63777.3 47132.6 47082.8 45805.8 45806.9 69478.9
11 87098.6 87394.3 92583.8 93135.1 93973.6 93947.2 103054.0
12 123229.8 123596.8 97029.5 92747.8 92711.8 92688.2 76483.7
































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. Analogously, the NEBLUP(1),
the NEBLUP(2), the MQ, and the MQGWR give very similar results.
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Table 6: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1979
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 18694.3 17761.4 7837.4 26896.7 6394.0 6269.2 22253.8
2 10182.8 6737.5 3004.0 19515.9 4872.5 4871.9 18715.0
3 8976.6 16913.0 3127.3 13230.1 3467.6 3421.8 11938.5
4 9722.6 16903.6 4435.2 15210.2 6607.5 6662.4 9448.5
5 7335.9 12834.2 3557.8 16115.2 2432.0 2445.2 8294.1
6 7883.0 6446.4 4297.6 13666.9 4181.4 4173.2 10134.5
7 6549.6 6495.7 3840.6 17783.7 6292.0 6326.4 7907.0
8 10659.0 11562.4 5408.6 16801.2 5672.7 5696.4 14360.4
9 17112.7 24048.5 2466.9 16009.2 3623.6 3652.3 9800.7
10 9182.9 6717.2 2550.6 11124.5 2998.9 2918.5 6898.5
11 16795.9 14348.0 3696.4 15907.8 4637.4 4618.8 10505.1
12 12785.1 21362.4 5660.3 15905.4 2193.8 2193.0 10252.6
Mean 11323.4 13510.9 4156.9 16513.9 4447.8 4437.4 11709.1
































The MQ and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE. Both of
them and the NEBLUP(1) are substantially better than the EBLUP, the SE-
BLUP, and the NEBLUP(2).
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Table 7: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1979
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 88180.7 88189.5 89409.9 93824.7 94160.4 93676.9 128629.7
2 57825.5 57874.2 60840.1 63668.6 60293.5 60737.6 95862.5
3 76068.5 76174.8 63234.0 62338.0 62749.9 62773.7 80709.5
4 83797.1 83926.1 80280.3 76695.5 80807.2 80268.8 100733.9
5 65049.0 65143.9 66047.3 66171.7 64517.5 63997.2 94908.4
6 45963.7 46037.5 51167.4 54713.2 54038.4 53870.7 60638.5
7 46846.7 46839.6 53481.1 46891.8 52057.8 51724.0 50634.6
8 78878.6 78770.5 83575.7 85268.4 83399.7 82677.6 99135.7
9 94084.3 94346.7 70696.4 67842.2 69382.7 69153.9 83915.7
10 63264.5 63493.5 45969.0 46669.5 44786.0 44403.2 61958.6
11 84985.7 85275.5 91635.0 93650.9 93246.7 92773.9 99126.3
12 120304.9 120673.4 96835.8 93301.1 92554.9 92626.8 76483.7


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 8: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1979
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 15579.5 5653.5 5545.6 21831.4 5108.4 4891.2 17273.7
2 10195.1 8661.2 2438.3 16617.8 3661.0 3294.8 19593.5
3 18119.4 13968.1 2575.6 11840.1 3256.7 3133.8 8613.9
4 11069.2 11500.8 4147.0 14845.5 6370.7 6357.5 14623.6
5 10714.4 8520.7 2390.1 15662.2 2493.9 2506.4 11993.2
6 9242.7 4749.1 4649.5 12891.9 4258.9 4076.3 13632.6
7 7476.0 8343.5 3939.1 17399.2 5930.2 5995.9 11098.4
8 6844.0 6987.8 4540.3 15262.9 5096.4 5104.0 9688.8
9 15150.7 11274.2 2574.7 15751.5 3398.0 3417.4 7826.6
10 7208.0 12367.8 2782.2 10441.9 2804.6 2870.0 8092.1
11 9211.2 9111.3 4060.5 15677.2 4695.0 4259.1 10352.5
12 11370.1 15838.7 5781.5 15961.1 2033.3 2276.3 10209.2
Mean 11015.0 9748.0 3785.4 15348.5 4092.3 4015.2 11916.5
































All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
Estimation via parametric bootstrap in the EBLUP and the SEBLUP give very
unstable results. The NEBLUP(2) is much worse than the NEBLUP(1).
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Year 1980
Table 9: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1980
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 114711.0 114928.8 137293.0 139498.1 135816.1 134045.3 255093.4
2 95335.9 95459.6 101455.8 99751.8 101417.8 100581.9 115313.1
3 97805.6 97972.4 100379.1 101008.9 102420.0 101765.8 122271.0
4 117350.3 117194.4 111568.3 99315.1 102474.9 101628.9 140047.2
5 74108.6 74143.2 69230.5 74937.6 70853.6 69081.8 102196.8
6 64754.9 65235.6 73128.8 79037.9 81182.1 78180.8 129334.5
7 58822.4 59154.3 69963.8 67850.7 66867.1 67690.1 126565.7
8 98324.9 98463.8 98230.7 108361.8 103594.1 102528.3 117667.3
9 163728.9 162722.6 116589.5 119353.5 114834.0 114640.0 145475.1
10 83399.3 83080.7 70199.9 74656.4 75442.4 74170.4 91477.6
11 112378.8 111614.2 116137.9 117925.7 123277.6 122699.4 139626.0
12 155268.7 153933.9 106031.5 101442.4 107610.8 105454.3 139693.9


























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. Analogously, the NEBLUP(1),
the NEBLUP(2), the MQ, and the MQGWR give very similar results.
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Table 10: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1980
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 17422.9 15459.2 7107.2 25834.3 8676.1 8227.1 85876.7
2 19310.7 13386.4 5742.8 15930.3 6380.4 5838.4 14898.3
3 12575.2 12150.5 3883.3 12656.5 5012.6 4623.2 12881.0
4 31226.5 14907.8 12068.2 18767.5 4909.9 4750.6 18137.1
5 8878.1 11329.4 5135.1 19602.9 13934.1 13086.6 23512.0
6 9745.7 10320.9 5748.7 18001.6 11573.6 11363.3 26991.3
7 8848.0 9557.8 8458.2 16289.6 12699.6 12271.8 36875.3
8 20707.6 9004.8 11789.1 15126.4 9032.5 8817.1 17289.9
9 26863.7 28802.1 4529.7 16221.5 5273.9 5179.9 23102.3
10 12516.1 16929.5 5299.2 9820.0 6248.0 6097.3 13048.4
11 23819.4 27674.0 7132.6 15951.9 7321.6 6893.3 14523.6
12 37881.0 21359.0 11435.1 19019.1 6296.9 5698.7 27380.0
Mean 19149.6 15906.8 7360.8 16935.1 8113.3 7737.3 26209.7






























The MQ and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE. They are
substantially better than the EBLUP and the SEBLUP in areas 1,2, 3 (NSW), 4
(Vic), 9, 10 (SA), 11, 12 (WA). The NEBLUP(2) is worse than the NEBLUP(1)
for all areas.
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Table 11: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1980
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 101859.1 102161.5 103610.7 105920.9 101891.1 103338.3 170651.2
2 90837.4 91004.8 88359.1 84853.5 85080.0 84659.0 120199.5
3 92695.7 92972.4 95822.9 93131.1 94729.6 94267.2 119504.6
4 115727.6 115490.8 112258.6 100171.0 102632.4 100215.2 139675.5
5 74973.4 75053.6 70510.9 76117.0 71526.8 66407.1 102717.3
6 65773.1 66479.9 75580.1 78100.4 81799.9 75793.3 97058.9
7 57991.2 58441.4 65970.6 68342.1 63993.6 70218.0 104294.8
8 87478.9 87601.0 87420.7 100622.0 95801.5 93481.6 104994.4
9 157021.5 155588.7 117600.5 119669.6 115615.1 115186.6 144809.2
10 83526.3 83092.6 70708.6 75468.3 75253.9 73424.2 103539.0
11 108876.5 107807.1 108809.3 114160.1 117762.0 116728.3 147334.3
12 150238.5 148291.3 112258.9 101970.4 107500.5 106357.2 139693.9
































All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 12: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1980
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 14529.6 14726.3 3844.9 18610.4 8158.6 6922.2 36287.2
2 8295.7 14495.7 6046.2 12067.1 4544.7 4402.5 12486.9
3 13718.5 10068.9 3338.0 9787.5 4453.0 4053.7 14722.9
4 11938.8 18043.1 8854.5 16879.4 4806.4 4459.9 15134.0
5 11005.7 11396.5 3259.9 17577.2 14082.3 11546.3 13414.5
6 7548.0 7892.5 5160.4 15469.8 10805.6 9761.1 13097.4
7 8370.7 10750.2 5358.6 13833.2 13220.0 12192.3 29431.7
8 15823.5 12694.3 10366.6 12667.9 9394.3 8275.3 15197.4
9 36322.5 28865.9 3455.3 13800.2 5243.3 4635.6 19509.9
10 9310.0 14543.5 5253.8 7818.2 6327.0 5923.7 10486.5
11 9589.7 11460.5 5496.0 12211.6 7311.5 6197.7 18359.1
12 20299.2 13971.3 15569.0 14385.9 6612.8 4724.3 27350.8
Mean 13896.0 14075.7 6333.6 13759.0 7913.3 6924.5 18789.9






































Estimation via analytical formulae in the NEBLUP(1) and the MQ give more
stable results than via parametric bootstrap in the EBLUP and the SEBLUP.
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Year 1981
Table 13: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1981
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 114149.3 114212.1 108142.0 111727.9 115426.5 115568.0 151550.5
2 96263.0 96598.8 85841.2 90875.2 85728.0 85483.2 110013.8
3 115364.3 115588.6 108934.0 109582.8 109372.3 109061.5 140236.5
4 116325.3 115872.5 119671.3 114559.3 116421.3 116181.6 149465.2
5 98706.5 98910.3 105003.8 99351.1 101177.9 100735.6 141483.1
6 70960.3 71338.2 76838.2 75712.8 79069.8 78647.9 103706.1
7 51392.8 51179.2 56577.9 54045.6 54287.8 54128.8 89528.4
8 93994.4 93268.2 95640.0 99286.9 96658.5 96423.9 107933.4
9 133237.5 132839.9 111035.4 114307.9 112490.9 112519.6 140678.4
10 84277.3 84402.0 76683.0 83251.7 80367.5 80255.9 137667.9
11 131376.2 131643.5 139321.2 142680.3 144392.7 144795.9 160286.0
12 190880.8 189850.9 166720.9 161436.3 160130.1 159924.0 164197.8





























All of the predictors show very similar results.
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Table 14: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1981
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 7658.9 4006.2 11676.5 28849.5 9731.3 9679.8 28550.8
2 6296.1 2393.0 3990.2 27612.2 6094.5 5993.5 15843.9
3 4681.1 3231.2 4432.9 26938.3 5463.3 5427.5 19084.9
4 6540.8 3660.1 5169.8 27926.6 6252.7 6243.2 22823.5
5 6958.9 2669.4 5256.5 32997.3 4078.9 4042.5 15420.2
6 3287.3 2144.8 3970.1 28377.4 6472.4 6434.6 16568.8
7 2465.7 2222.4 8403.4 26609.7 13030.4 13104.8 31784.9
8 4350.8 4414.6 5699.9 22540.1 6358.4 6302.7 10643.5
9 7216.2 3021.4 4349.4 29948.7 6685.2 6771.6 11895.0
10 7115.9 1971.6 4568.2 24418.0 6179.1 6222.4 23765.4
11 9857.3 4170.9 5712.9 29419.6 6651.0 6768.3 17958.4
12 11707.2 6854.1 10611.6 32092.1 7317.2 7325.9 22375.4
Mean 6511.4 3396.6 6153.5 28144.1 7026.2 7026.4 19726.2






























The SEBLUP has the minimal estimated RMSE for all of the areas. The MQ
and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE. The NEBLUP(2) has
substantially larger estimated RMSE for all areas.
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Table 15: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1981
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 107500.0 107055.3 97839.7 102883.2 106132.7 105855.5 127655.7
2 95426.8 94825.6 86163.0 90098.6 86607.0 85992.2 113481.4
3 102755.9 102396.8 93734.9 94172.7 93312.4 92739.8 138981.7
4 110481.4 110260.3 116134.5 109944.1 111518.4 111137.5 156802.4
5 98330.7 97810.6 105729.2 103181.5 102426.9 101491.9 141483.1
6 70979.8 70631.4 77178.9 77407.6 80371.2 79834.3 105439.7
7 51216.0 51708.6 58897.9 53351.1 55152.8 54722.2 60495.8
8 86301.1 86868.8 88901.9 91183.4 88682.6 87875.5 99612.1
9 130677.0 129832.9 112134.5 115543.9 112987.9 112863.7 135806.5
10 83942.5 83610.5 77654.3 83762.8 80874.3 80420.8 128557.3
11 125596.0 124764.9 129810.3 134447.9 134977.8 135780.5 146505.7
12 181969.0 180715.5 159362.8 153370.5 152445.2 152238.7 162894.1



































All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 16: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1981
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 3582.7 6641.1 11401.6 26501.6 9159.2 8953.6 15079.1
2 4262.1 5912.8 3438.0 27098.7 6133.6 5933.5 19113.0
3 6965.2 6342.5 3755.8 25198.1 5351.0 5350.3 19513.4
4 4624.3 5098.4 5342.9 27112.9 6440.0 6373.3 32189.1
5 4038.9 5529.0 3754.6 34707.0 4165.9 4013.6 15363.7
6 4186.0 4666.1 4077.3 26822.4 6814.1 6666.8 16584.9
7 3397.8 6657.8 8500.1 26645.8 12956.0 12967.5 7635.6
8 4090.8 16746.5 5176.8 23403.2 5877.8 5774.7 10330.4
9 7783.4 6413.6 3795.9 31001.8 6734.5 6791.1 14106.8
10 5804.6 4312.7 4208.0 25143.1 6022.6 5989.3 11894.9
11 6059.9 5084.4 4978.5 28157.5 5510.7 5525.7 13475.4
12 10970.0 6637.6 10996.3 32038.8 7309.4 7318.9 22196.0
Mean 5480.5 6670.2 5785.5 27819.2 6872.9 6804.9 16456.9






























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable due to the use of parametric




Table 17: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1982
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 138573.1 137571.3 145135.7 147667.3 152657.2 152453.6 221186.3
2 118226.6 118349.6 105959.5 100804.1 102465.4 102718.4 113694.9
3 97058.1 97450.1 102397.8 91830.0 101660.3 101722.2 146799.4
4 148290.8 147492.9 143843.2 135836.7 134696.1 134867.8 157412.4
5 95229.9 95379.7 86841.9 86690.7 80644.7 80091.9 104573.8
6 74356.8 74548.1 79035.1 86501.6 87619.7 87940.7 87048.9
7 85999.4 84701.1 84634.7 79667.6 84991.6 85670.4 74755.8
8 144963.0 140601.9 130037.0 141601.6 130512.7 130936.4 175347.7
9 182334.8 181195.9 132871.4 137749.6 141587.4 141670.3 150992.7
10 99371.1 99420.3 93965.8 107657.3 105324.4 105470.4 157276.0
11 153062.4 153348.8 153409.2 155294.1 162506.2 162459.9 181557.4
12 226939.9 225169.8 197311.7 191348.1 196188.3 196752.0 232960.5























All of the predictors show quite similar results. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP
are almost the same. Analogously, the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the MQ,
and the MQGWR give very similar results.
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Table 18: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1982
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 11591.0 6613.0 9080.8 39705.2 12330.9 11437.8 45125.6
2 9356.9 3674.0 6282.8 29737.6 5546.8 5523.7 18114.4
3 4884.6 2527.5 9803.9 34025.9 8308.3 8231.1 28165.3
4 12860.7 6649.4 11315.2 25083.8 7324.8 7303.8 47937.8
5 5393.2 5185.5 13129.4 25300.7 4744.8 4706.3 17982.5
6 7271.7 2414.2 8292.7 24870.1 13106.2 13254.4 14144.9
7 3845.8 3016.3 8664.2 23157.3 11728.5 11819.6 10835.9
8 10208.5 8550.5 10006.6 23992.0 11788.7 11811.1 16624.2
9 13328.9 10255.5 10317.3 33620.0 12907.3 12901.1 24191.7
10 7240.9 3214.1 11564.5 27513.5 11440.7 11420.4 27104.7
11 6758.1 7623.0 7605.4 34596.1 8796.8 9046.9 24625.6
12 15447.2 15173.1 15154.0 38789.0 13107.9 13216.8 31623.1
Mean 9015.6 6241.4 10101.4 30032.6 10094.3 10056.1 25539.6






























The SEBLUP preforms better than all other predictors. The MQ and the
MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE. The NEBLUP(2) has substan-
tially larger estimated RMSE for all areas.
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Table 19: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1982
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 125873.7 125969.2 125844.7 127839.7 130241.9 130365.6 181647.8
2 113702.0 113703.3 99775.1 95271.5 94665.3 94586.7 105237.0
3 94362.7 94338.7 97391.2 88885.5 89879.2 89586.7 128701.1
4 144951.2 145032.5 144678.2 133467.0 135038.3 134968.9 104301.1
5 96292.6 96277.4 89586.2 87621.0 81362.7 80168.4 117569.5
6 75224.7 75203.2 81614.9 86707.4 88574.3 88265.7 96580.9
7 84070.4 84179.7 85523.6 81110.7 85830.4 86857.9 80590.3
8 125765.7 126081.4 121755.1 134704.4 123816.9 124706.2 165176.2
9 175018.3 175134.0 135110.4 139870.1 141181.0 141115.0 152228.5
10 98648.1 98634.4 97386.6 108081.9 106973.5 106512.9 157276.0
11 137667.7 137629.1 134383.0 132194.2 139238.3 138876.9 138020.7
12 212586.3 212737.1 191840.5 184203.3 189226.0 188322.7 243351.4


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 20: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1982
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 7662.6 11324.2 9071.5 29987.6 10277.6 10023.9 27329.1
2 4389.0 5376.0 6192.0 21232.4 4193.7 4132.0 11927.9
3 3515.6 4026.1 8598.6 21776.7 5151.4 4931.8 17850.2
4 6885.1 10749.8 10399.2 20721.5 7446.0 7356.2 19263.9
5 4315.7 4085.4 13208.9 21895.2 4712.4 4541.4 15071.1
6 3402.5 3339.8 7996.4 21199.6 13068.6 13057.1 19412.4
7 5567.3 6883.8 8093.1 19653.2 11816.4 11920.2 14115.8
8 7501.6 13334.4 10091.1 21000.8 12386.5 12296.6 19345.1
9 5946.6 14372.3 10397.8 30049.3 12530.7 12550.1 20175.8
10 3555.1 5080.0 11138.6 24344.0 11468.4 11321.5 27064.9
11 4884.1 14138.5 4915.3 28253.5 6419.4 5967.6 21002.7
12 6236.4 30296.4 14129.3 34684.3 13274.2 13280.7 35179.1
Mean 5321.8 10250.5 9519.3 24566.5 9395.4 9281.6 20644.8






































The NEBLUP(2) has substantially larger estimated RMSE for all areas.
47
Year 1983
Table 21: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1983
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 103745.5 103701.7 119501.0 118132.2 130286.5 126138.9 212746.4
2 86502.3 86501.0 79136.8 77360.6 77428.0 77504.2 99324.9
3 93371.6 92946.7 93292.7 89351.5 96205.0 94544.4 154350.2
4 79294.9 77954.6 55217.1 59289.1 55039.6 54739.8 64858.8
5 60225.7 59889.5 42427.5 40795.7 37573.7 36467.7 54722.2
6 66329.3 66193.4 63803.9 70215.1 67586.3 66882.9 80679.2
7 76253.1 76386.6 71112.4 73324.2 70992.1 71038.7 81689.9
8 123572.2 123393.8 92503.6 90579.9 91345.3 90757.0 119999.2
9 105114.5 103290.6 77587.9 75557.0 81925.0 81767.5 97467.5
10 68627.9 68207.1 69093.2 75925.5 75261.2 74559.2 95842.9
11 123177.1 120883.2 164052.1 166609.8 174616.3 176159.5 199126.2
12 168843.7 163631.0 210367.7 199871.3 205473.5 205463.3 232119.4


























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP as well as the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the
MQ, and the MQGWR give almost the same results.
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Table 22: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1983
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 19650.9 17425.0 13513.6 32784.3 18725.0 16513.2 41810.0
2 23046.0 11239.8 4274.3 27617.4 5048.3 5013.3 19559.1
3 20555.1 12599.1 6078.9 28361.0 8249.3 6680.6 32486.9
4 14569.9 20945.8 5096.4 25281.8 7854.5 7465.9 17902.7
5 10262.5 9716.4 9586.2 19166.3 3814.9 3594.8 11361.4
6 9578.2 11245.0 6432.8 18494.0 9275.0 9206.5 19458.8
7 11434.1 9110.7 7006.3 20751.2 9836.1 8833.7 14109.5
8 17402.0 16116.3 5712.8 19340.2 6641.2 6461.6 14129.0
9 23231.4 28310.4 5295.0 24046.0 6797.3 7009.1 14381.2
10 12331.9 13807.3 7208.5 19839.6 9509.7 9269.0 19956.9
11 21194.0 16916.3 9885.7 35766.6 13231.3 13316.2 30135.8
12 41725.5 26320.7 14613.5 38663.6 5153.4 5115.6 25868.7
Mean 18748.5 16146.1 7892.0 25842.7 8678.0 8206.6 21763.3






























The MQ and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE and they
perform better than other predictors for the majority of the areas. The NEBLUP(1)
is very stable in all areas.
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Table 23: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1983
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 96217.0 96786.6 101654.9 105487.2 110193.7 109391.1 173958.7
2 84769.4 85356.7 75813.4 75979.3 77139.8 76413.7 86910.3
3 90035.3 90176.0 82016.1 81289.3 84586.8 83156.0 104849.5
4 76905.2 75692.4 59594.4 59276.6 55239.3 54422.1 58771.2
5 59404.1 59369.1 46502.0 39011.5 37742.4 36865.7 44121.1
6 65680.2 65982.8 64716.6 70012.1 68339.4 63800.8 70591.8
7 73601.1 73892.5 68054.2 70849.0 70990.3 72640.5 74238.2
8 113563.2 113444.1 89042.3 90554.6 89363.6 91686.9 112279.9
9 101942.2 100448.1 81160.2 75901.3 81686.3 78379.9 97658.5
10 67260.4 67190.5 71340.8 75497.4 75953.1 74222.1 95842.9
11 112912.1 111533.3 144184.1 144649.5 148716.7 148174.3 162167.0
12 153867.8 149333.1 188337.8 178756.1 180420.9 179301.6 197696.9


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 24: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1983
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 14501.6 10072.0 8391.4 26594.0 11634.5 11427.3 35644.7
2 14061.9 9740.0 3202.2 20928.9 4990.5 4707.4 11614.1
3 19505.6 9862.9 3695.4 21172.6 5492.0 4714.5 11608.8
4 7540.1 6944.4 5840.5 21690.1 7708.7 6657.3 10400.9
5 9525.5 7832.1 10014.9 16942.9 3598.3 3429.5 10644.1
6 6924.0 7293.0 6440.6 17175.4 9331.2 7663.8 8385.5
7 14392.7 12237.9 6793.6 18735.1 9786.2 8926.5 13220.0
8 19310.2 25740.5 5594.0 17348.4 5795.8 5669.0 11455.7
9 33168.7 10142.5 4238.3 21659.9 6711.9 6584.1 11151.1
10 19780.1 9389.0 7240.2 18373.4 9454.7 8787.5 19921.6
11 24006.1 18526.5 5895.9 29813.4 7816.3 7244.1 16839.4
12 23893.1 18600.2 11190.1 33829.1 4843.3 4738.6 20804.8
Mean 17217.5 12198.4 6544.7 22021.9 7263.6 6712.5 15140.9










































Table 25: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1984
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 163635.3 165451.4 183364.5 184979.1 192125.1 193266.6 373361.2
2 159761.1 160560.6 142022.3 144052.1 145403.8 145511.0 155119.6
3 121425.4 121797.9 112431.9 116130.9 133433.7 133443.5 279439.0
4 230177.6 230357.4 187251.5 191295.0 187541.9 187766.6 244299.1
5 127318.9 127211.0 103401.1 106950.1 102814.1 102804.3 132890.4
6 93897.3 93985.7 65545.5 69929.3 67268.4 67298.7 107366.5
7 93813.9 95933.0 90675.2 97286.7 90893.4 91433.0 100197.1
8 184486.2 189478.6 179341.4 182848.9 177697.7 178303.2 252206.6
9 219956.1 218882.7 198139.5 192695.2 200456.5 200629.6 224304.1
10 125572.6 126000.0 96054.7 107776.8 106332.0 106593.6 127002.8
11 173410.8 172962.9 182142.0 190253.1 196479.1 196608.8 220852.1
12 279069.4 277188.0 201816.2 202405.7 202055.1 201946.6 260622.9
































All of the predictors show consistent results. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP as
well as the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the MQ, and the MQGWR give almost
the same results.
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Table 26: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1984
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 21048.5 12097.3 9885.3 62002.5 16662.0 16749.3 144962.2
2 13504.7 10056.6 9264.7 48189.5 6133.0 6170.2 27680.1
3 10449.8 7415.8 11143.0 57839.1 13633.8 13513.2 61322.5
4 25175.5 16830.4 13666.0 67402.4 15366.4 15433.9 28876.7
5 12366.1 7280.1 13257.7 68704.6 7022.4 6995.6 48590.9
6 8626.0 6267.6 10851.3 51827.1 9573.2 9610.1 20899.2
7 8297.5 7704.1 11848.4 47566.3 13790.6 13752.5 19025.3
8 24108.4 13012.2 14223.0 56310.3 16284.6 16294.6 46422.6
9 17861.9 18079.2 9993.0 75159.0 8579.6 8562.1 38931.1
10 5202.9 10378.2 11496.2 44309.1 10966.6 11000.7 19417.4
11 14403.8 12185.1 13355.3 57028.5 18197.3 18124.2 37963.3
12 23263.5 17208.8 13856.9 60797.7 13516.5 13685.5 56337.0
Mean 15359.0 11543.0 11903.4 58094.7 12477.2 12491.0 45869.0





































The MQ and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE. The
NEBLUP(2) has substantially larger estimated RMSE for all areas.
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Table 27: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1984
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 156889.3 156876.2 168606.3 175001.1 170845.9 172099.6 159978.7
2 154974.1 155187.5 144740.6 146918.1 145351.0 145615.4 155119.6
3 117924.3 118067.6 115959.5 120035.7 121588.4 121742.7 199848.2
4 222220.4 219801.0 194729.4 195853.5 189634.3 190167.7 230741.5
5 123261.7 122665.2 115628.0 107991.1 105551.8 105836.7 136159.8
6 92100.2 92226.5 68960.6 64750.2 67046.8 67228.0 115800.7
7 92926.7 93268.3 90234.9 94589.9 91536.4 92454.2 98136.0
8 169545.7 169951.1 169701.5 172827.2 164359.7 165332.6 236926.3
9 212737.7 210709.1 199673.5 193899.3 200798.7 200895.0 205911.9
10 122687.5 122438.1 100456.1 110467.8 108280.4 108450.0 120561.4
11 162104.0 161621.7 162681.2 166009.9 170660.8 170169.4 198957.2
12 269682.1 265851.3 207364.4 199673.0 202988.3 201512.1 260622.9


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 28: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1984
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 8828.5 6294.4 7194.3 52980.2 8811.1 8882.7 29245.4
2 10346.6 8866.8 7724.5 45456.7 6154.3 6268.7 27621.0
3 11172.3 7027.5 8097.7 49937.5 8701.9 8663.1 31962.6
4 12678.1 12583.3 9370.2 65606.1 15352.4 15522.5 47450.0
5 12246.1 4631.0 13666.2 66900.8 7034.7 7032.2 54027.9
6 7288.0 3789.7 8247.4 48516.7 8749.6 8569.6 15610.1
7 9265.0 5211.7 11259.1 44892.9 13846.4 13663.2 16698.1
8 14943.9 11360.3 11226.0 51938.3 13571.3 13512.7 47704.4
9 15027.5 11890.7 7000.5 72688.9 8663.7 8591.3 39741.2
10 9025.9 5959.5 10833.8 43644.7 11121.7 11104.7 16604.5
11 11142.2 10154.4 8839.6 51281.2 9407.3 9150.7 32275.0
12 27725.5 17451.7 13377.2 57425.3 13594.3 13698.2 56262.6
Mean 12474.1 8768.4 9736.4 54272.4 10417.4 10388.3 34600.2




































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are more stable than in the case with presence




Table 29: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1985
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 162781.2 163604.9 155666.4 161917.1 167488.5 163764.5 243240.7
2 144193.7 145022.8 127747.4 126733.5 125396.3 122313.0 221383.8
3 132123.1 132963.0 133520.4 133884.9 142817.6 138150.2 252429.1
4 182008.6 182238.1 107874.1 97202.9 98957.2 97571.8 137361.3
5 115027.3 116051.6 113682.4 100436.2 98371.7 95526.2 128965.3
6 105907.6 107174.8 87343.6 99374.1 100904.4 97345.4 168616.5
7 104354.1 105016.7 131969.1 120524.8 123148.7 122949.5 176589.1
8 226389.9 226227.1 212639.3 210298.9 209284.6 209169.2 283741.1
9 193002.0 193223.2 132319.6 128765.3 129115.7 127056.7 157823.4
10 128209.1 129155.9 104372.6 117882.5 120333.9 117807.1 147215.2
11 169174.0 169794.9 188354.5 197039.2 212747.0 207822.0 296353.9
12 299699.2 297999.6 306362.4 288620.7 301573.9 303043.7 373322.4
































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP as well as the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the
MQ, and the MQGWR give almost the same results.
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Table 30: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1985
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 21976.6 30325.9 9652.1 57830.6 16222.1 15024.1 32649.8
2 20163.2 20065.2 20289.4 51039.2 8679.0 7994.4 60968.5
3 22368.8 20136.2 8025.5 52747.0 9450.5 8344.1 53495.0
4 25283.2 35590.4 19252.3 50847.7 8296.7 8252.9 22894.2
5 20565.6 16980.4 15624.3 55084.2 7649.5 7389.4 20452.3
6 17239.8 14460.3 22417.2 56421.6 17890.9 17343.6 30823.8
7 9378.8 22342.2 22632.3 61364.9 34787.8 34117.7 49400.4
8 33326.5 35318.2 24190.7 68226.8 29472.4 27011.5 59782.9
9 36646.6 36495.3 9440.4 62035.2 12752.0 12093.6 25101.0
10 16565.1 30874.9 14695.7 44430.3 13367.8 12809.7 24860.8
11 26543.0 34239.5 19762.0 70893.4 15469.1 11770.4 49392.6
12 38734.7 50818.4 25360.3 79178.5 15654.6 16103.4 46179.5
Mean 24066.0 28970.6 17611.8 59175.0 15807.7 14854.6 39666.7






























The MQ and the MQGWR give almost the same estimated RMSE and they
perform better than other predictors for the majority of the areas. The NEBLUP(2)
has substantially larger estimated RMSE for all areas.
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Table 31: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1985
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 150285.3 152896.7 150689.7 154162.2 162136.6 160089.3 258116.6
2 141115.8 142073.9 127926.5 126168.4 120900.3 119268.1 184486.7
3 128198.8 128960.7 135119.2 130437.7 133379.5 130929.8 231944.6
4 176108.7 173944.0 110730.6 98557.7 99091.0 98063.0 133123.2
5 110510.0 112958.6 107280.6 102283.5 98300.3 96247.0 128965.3
6 102813.1 106018.7 92880.2 95517.6 99795.3 97827.2 168616.5
7 84959.7 89758.6 101990.1 124137.2 127255.2 127562.9 144006.2
8 226790.2 226972.8 176941.9 180970.2 178759.4 179119.6 224213.1
9 186624.9 182611.8 127360.5 130520.6 129394.0 127699.4 196136.3
10 124900.4 125670.9 113370.6 121364.8 120861.0 119351.0 147091.9
11 157431.4 155343.5 185567.4 185646.4 192420.3 191581.2 242434.2
12 277881.0 264779.3 287126.3 269863.9 284220.2 284476.6 343694.6
































All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 32: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1985
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 47903.6 9077.2 12770.0 51218.2 16160.5 14946.1 33341.0
2 27805.7 10602.6 11652.0 40584.7 7819.0 7675.1 35334.6
3 18620.2 9300.5 9408.9 38863.9 6762.8 5919.3 35416.2
4 36658.7 13000.8 15669.2 41140.3 8217.2 8243.8 21410.0
5 20306.7 9421.6 15377.1 45578.1 7665.3 7526.5 20310.0
6 11312.5 8941.7 8516.3 46250.6 16886.7 16285.5 30753.7
7 17769.1 6641.8 33285.3 53012.8 36089.7 35509.5 41881.4
8 31590.4 12703.5 10294.2 49521.2 15334.6 14813.3 31628.6
9 30084.4 14222.9 7462.0 52268.6 12910.1 12451.2 41488.4
10 15656.3 10075.2 9816.2 37754.0 13563.7 13108.0 22308.8
11 20162.0 53642.4 9366.8 55697.6 13341.6 12304.2 42330.4
12 64286.0 91541.0 14881.8 71771.6 15797.6 15299.2 44890.5
Mean 28513.0 20764.3 13208.3 48638.5 14212.4 13673.5 33424.5






























The MQ and the NEBLUP(1) appear influenced by several outliers in area
7. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are quite unstable. The NEBLUP(2) has
substantially larger estimated RMSE.
59
Year 1986
Table 33: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1986
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 176459.2 176918.8 151009.3 154631.2 162009.2 158262.6 275927.5
2 137373.0 137459.4 132332.9 129334.3 135774.6 128605.8 202929.7
3 118431.7 118380.6 133821.4 134883.3 142482.3 127993.6 260935.6
4 156987.9 156525.3 90449.5 98060.5 85038.4 86959.4 117763.0
5 112567.8 112141.7 111455.2 101443.7 103047.7 105604.6 144827.7
6 102322.5 102048.9 88521.0 93242.6 94170.7 85391.9 103338.6
7 104768.3 104680.5 118990.6 127473.7 131120.5 132674.1 164020.5
8 233484.2 235466.2 193418.3 181895.7 192596.7 176616.0 212737.7
9 205177.4 204803.1 147556.7 142541.3 141143.4 136898.9 132636.4
10 118012.6 117622.5 116055.4 124086.1 123164.5 116965.8 179339.6
11 159783.2 159653.1 174789.5 175147.6 181506.1 175566.8 301510.1
12 229849.2 230101.0 188451.0 179146.4 190765.1 179853.0 254297.9





























All of the predictors show quite similar results. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP
are almost the same. Analogously, the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the MQ,
and the MQGWR give very similar results.
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Table 34: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1986
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 43668.2 25939.5 13231.0 40154.5 15235.3 13172.9 59252.6
2 25126.0 10944.1 10419.8 34897.7 7283.3 5096.3 46661.4
3 15251.8 17909.0 10344.3 41136.2 13323.6 6137.1 58577.1
4 34598.9 24107.0 17118.0 36784.6 6774.1 5996.9 15010.1
5 21546.9 16931.1 12921.2 30443.4 7722.1 7322.8 23660.0
6 13705.0 15221.0 15829.4 31965.2 16134.6 9132.8 23626.6
7 20275.9 16392.4 18575.0 36629.2 23651.1 22525.9 39779.3
8 36654.9 24811.2 11864.3 37335.7 16163.2 8549.0 25939.3
9 27651.8 49455.9 11198.6 42379.1 13091.0 8381.6 28620.4
10 11481.3 16594.9 12303.5 25877.5 11764.2 7018.8 61175.2
11 19911.6 36624.1 11896.8 43412.5 10523.2 7554.2 80031.9
12 36511.6 84495.4 14952.9 46048.6 10106.4 5191.6 35255.3
Mean 25532.0 28285.5 13387.9 37255.4 12647.7 8840.0 41465.7






























The MQGWR performs better than the other predictors. The NEBLUP(1)
and the MQ are very stable in all areas. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very
unstable.
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Table 35: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1986
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 172925.1 173441.7 152885.3 155411.4 160773.3 159897.4 268174.0
2 134368.7 134362.1 131445.1 130138.7 133710.9 130412.9 168383.7
3 107735.9 107537.5 118901.1 119588.7 121010.4 116998.3 200058.6
4 155691.2 155212.7 88146.3 92412.4 85710.9 86174.2 100149.7
5 110465.6 109970.2 110402.2 102923.5 103623.2 102944.4 144827.7
6 100489.4 100167.2 91320.4 93152.3 93863.1 91728.6 103338.6
7 86595.7 86325.6 123542.5 128145.9 133093.8 133357.6 165533.3
8 208615.6 210539.3 167252.7 159420.3 167071.0 161897.2 199626.6
9 201454.7 200965.0 146892.5 142172.7 141301.7 137366.7 164444.2
10 116706.6 116235.4 117833.1 125030.3 122325.7 121651.5 164663.9
11 147081.4 146659.4 155191.2 153440.7 154586.0 149643.6 182234.1
12 217942.5 217921.0 181768.8 173305.7 188244.1 176717.2 222780.9


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 36: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1986
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 19237.3 22939.8 14535.7 33635.7 16194.7 14045.7 49538.0
2 21764.0 23443.6 9660.1 24685.1 7249.3 6297.0 33170.6
3 19739.3 14314.0 9682.9 26963.9 8283.7 6901.8 28410.1
4 28628.3 26192.3 16278.9 24419.9 7020.2 6452.1 22141.5
5 21597.2 13682.1 10950.0 21857.9 7589.6 7686.4 23548.1
6 13046.2 11253.2 15306.0 23229.3 15309.3 13135.4 23540.1
7 22217.2 14385.8 20100.0 27558.9 24354.7 23713.5 37810.5
8 29714.0 20604.2 12194.0 29158.0 15808.5 13008.6 25487.4
9 35455.8 28813.4 11670.0 32457.7 13135.2 10147.3 42400.9
10 24418.0 18018.8 11462.7 19617.3 12133.3 9244.8 31626.6
11 19390.2 14347.0 9194.9 27896.6 6624.1 5064.5 21779.5
12 34832.4 20669.6 13883.7 34270.8 8334.9 6137.8 29812.9
Mean 24170.0 19055.3 12909.9 27145.9 11836.5 10152.9 30772.2

































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable.
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Year 1987
Table 37: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1987
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 193989.7 195055.7 148289.9 145348.3 150427.2 149450.6 184332.0
2 137571.2 137412.3 127200.2 129465.8 131764.3 126835.4 201546.7
3 128437.3 128229.7 143246.7 143778.5 153834.0 146101.5 201854.4
4 184741.6 183495.6 156311.4 149054.1 153894.5 151663.6 221100.1
5 102749.1 102722.6 105987.4 106013.6 109952.6 107828.8 142075.1
6 93368.0 93165.3 112266.9 114417.1 116617.2 110595.6 122426.7
7 112432.9 114152.1 111897.0 108693.4 116793.9 115083.1 114390.9
8 258187.9 262525.8 187455.9 182164.1 192756.0 187344.4 212980.2
9 203572.2 202839.0 148722.8 152101.9 151593.6 151462.1 192290.0
10 118924.5 118673.3 118323.7 120289.3 123285.6 123748.2 138463.4
11 165142.3 164259.1 185989.1 186235.2 195788.9 194661.1 218341.5
12 307614.0 305483.4 245242.4 237584.4 241952.2 244714.2 251681.0





























All of the predictors show quite similar results. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP
are almost the same. Analogously, the NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2), the MQ,
and the MQGWR give very similar results.
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Table 38: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1987
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 31693.0 24906.6 7778.9 37873.6 9578.5 8596.0 28472.3
2 9849.1 18368.9 7412.3 39058.6 8837.4 8119.8 62077.9
3 18115.0 30999.7 7103.1 44853.0 8987.0 6763.3 25146.3
4 19695.1 23776.7 15121.2 57817.3 10495.0 9406.6 50595.8
5 23641.6 13414.7 9401.1 48975.4 12937.7 12835.0 22058.4
6 15747.2 12731.7 14753.5 42198.0 16984.0 15904.1 28111.6
7 15340.4 15758.0 13620.3 38663.9 15828.6 13862.7 16445.3
8 32143.4 34943.9 12200.1 40210.4 13885.9 12725.5 26634.3
9 36497.6 30968.0 8989.2 54963.7 10139.9 9915.1 32095.5
10 21122.2 17845.7 7950.9 29689.2 9142.1 9005.5 18208.3
11 20025.8 29113.7 8715.1 39480.2 11119.8 9546.2 26439.1
12 26467.5 64126.9 17677.6 62141.6 5627.7 5758.0 28384.3
Mean 22528.2 26412.9 10893.6 44660.4 11130.3 10203.1 30389.1







































The NEBLUP(1), the MQ and the MQGWR perform better than the EBLUP,
the SEBLUP, and the NEBLUP(2).
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Table 39: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1987
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 187001.2 188219.4 148303.2 145027.7 151164.1 149229.2 176320.7
2 134422.8 134264.4 129667.2 128208.3 133263.5 128757.9 173665.0
3 118592.0 118336.3 127532.0 124966.5 130155.8 126211.0 166130.4
4 179380.9 178156.8 159478.9 150877.9 155178.3 152274.6 174236.3
5 101670.7 101645.6 109842.7 106582.0 111655.3 109136.6 142236.2
6 92520.2 92308.6 111315.7 111406.8 117222.9 109506.4 126131.6
7 110203.8 112132.3 110275.4 109540.5 117082.5 112539.8 114390.9
8 208435.6 211962.1 157368.0 154281.0 160707.7 152468.2 177519.6
9 198735.2 198036.4 152065.1 151903.2 152729.2 151362.1 182094.6
10 117520.6 117270.3 119393.2 121210.2 123637.2 123859.2 124781.6
11 152323.6 151554.9 164757.1 163999.2 171023.6 168541.0 196742.0
12 287430.9 285217.4 226167.8 215997.1 219398.3 221256.9 238323.1


























All of the predictors perform very similar to the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 40: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1987
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 32979.6 32444.5 7258.7 28931.9 9698.9 8344.4 23583.3
2 19668.2 15623.6 6817.5 29524.2 9028.0 7989.7 31350.0
3 21009.9 18250.3 6578.4 29557.9 6065.9 5783.7 20963.9
4 24497.3 18310.5 13940.2 46210.1 10878.7 9074.3 39375.5
5 20530.0 14463.3 8391.6 36706.1 12868.6 12640.0 28287.5
6 9693.7 15499.7 13681.1 30772.6 17076.2 15222.1 27940.8
7 10246.2 9737.3 12927.2 28106.6 15773.6 13077.9 16270.5
8 22236.3 42957.9 8422.1 28948.2 9966.9 7585.3 18686.5
9 32874.0 38505.1 8215.0 42442.9 10204.4 9587.4 22416.5
10 20951.3 16183.1 7801.0 22004.7 9227.2 8729.4 11736.6
11 15674.5 16286.4 6924.0 28800.5 7713.8 7256.1 19031.3
12 46813.6 33852.4 16272.3 47082.3 5271.2 4931.0 25737.5
Mean 23097.9 22676.2 9769.1 33257.3 10314.5 9185.1 23781.7

































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable due to the use of parametric
bootstrap. The NEBLUP(2) has substantially larger estimated RMSE.
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Year 1988
Table 41: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1988
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 245668.0 245836.8 244385.6 313758.4 755987.3 129805.2 660811.7
2 176470.4 176407.9 260467.1 212563.6 175689.6 159589.8 264776.1
3 147838.4 147735.8 235849.8 173897.0 192157.5 162272.6 308601.2
4 226203.3 226068.1 164874.6 245529.9 186644.2 189624.6 202006.6
5 138772.8 138751.2 181479.3 120316.1 134464.5 135218.8 157050.2
6 110671.1 110698.2 195922.9 128699.2 117680.8 114996.0 119967.3
7 153300.2 153607.5 -1655.0 109250.3 136025.8 134013.2 151301.2
8 284720.8 285299.7 -12452.2 131893.1 198647.3 202284.0 269471.7
9 244975.2 244890.9 160871.9 165365.6 161543.0 162084.5 200756.9
10 148089.2 148051.8 180790.8 130554.3 130550.1 127271.6 154488.5
11 215947.7 215760.1 322113.7 202782.7 244230.1 238794.5 355146.6
12 323605.8 323373.4 375229.2 390627.4 238213.8 232159.5 332884.4


























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. The NEBLUP(1) gives
negative values in areas 7 and 8. The MQ gives extremly large predicted value
in area 1.
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Table 42: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1988
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 45351.7 40619.9 124405.9 144813.3 549807.3 54313.1 382280.7
2 37438.6 31068.5 59242.7 64649.2 15659.4 16910.9 45329.1
3 22536.5 42054.8 47791.5 75523.2 25984.4 8582.3 46392.7
4 29084.5 36586.2 74555.3 67408.0 13407.6 13656.8 53464.7
5 29895.7 21937.4 57799.3 37445.4 13200.8 12504.2 40410.9
6 18411.8 24820.0 62246.1 63190.8 11885.3 10820.5 31376.8
7 23458.5 29384.7 201245.7 43089.2 19291.6 17904.9 42842.7
8 47817.2 59290.7 204943.0 78515.1 20550.3 12914.9 46729.0
9 33648.0 56639.0 35047.1 42880.4 10349.0 7256.3 45063.8
10 29091.1 18159.5 41856.3 29850.1 10347.3 9209.9 26896.7
11 33689.3 38980.9 105226.0 59291.0 10909.8 7304.3 81909.1
12 40069.5 59558.0 203834.1 159100.4 11391.7 6773.0 55341.3
Mean 32541.0 38258.3 101516.1 72146.3 59398.7 14845.9 74836.5




































The MQGWR is the best predictor in the majority of the areas. The MQ
performs worse than all other methods in area 1. The estimated RMSE for the
NEBLUP(1) is large than for the other methods in the majority of the areas,
especially in areas 7 and 8.
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Table 43: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1988
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 226180.3 226720.3 186600.7 195096.7 200307.9 196272.5 237884.8
2 169222.3 169148.1 181395.5 174483.8 180427.3 170010.3 265329.6
3 138438.1 138232.1 169908.9 165540.0 170437.7 161331.9 239028.5
4 221104.5 220845.2 197384.3 173610.2 186316.3 188484.8 205507.7
5 134541.2 134548.9 136819.6 137947.2 134246.2 132329.6 153768.7
6 105943.2 106052.1 101046.9 111508.1 114587.6 110212.3 143939.5
7 142329.0 143146.4 136492.1 126597.2 136582.7 134099.6 134536.1
8 237018.5 238225.3 181998.5 178169.1 184353.5 185528.7 205095.0
9 237958.4 237839.4 166254.4 167890.0 163578.1 163709.3 184871.1
10 144546.3 144520.4 123198.4 127533.9 132054.3 134443.1 178639.0
11 202686.1 202368.3 206875.6 208017.6 222763.5 221644.6 271553.4
12 302463.3 301933.3 246108.5 233367.2 238543.3 234335.9 323897.4





























The MQ performs substantially better in area 1 than in the case with presence
outliers. The NEBLUP(1), the NEBLUP(2) and the MQ give very similar results.
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Table 44: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1988
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 31824.6 36924.6 11755.9 57510.0 17105.9 15651.0 24721.0
2 26830.1 26234.6 13665.8 60969.2 16458.0 15331.0 38718.5
3 26813.8 24910.4 8406.5 59595.6 11534.0 9645.7 30188.5
4 30382.2 29751.5 15242.5 60763.9 13848.6 13851.4 35706.1
5 22763.0 21407.7 6589.8 62722.1 13111.6 12832.0 18485.8
6 23196.1 16582.2 15160.1 58178.6 11906.9 11618.0 27999.1
7 25671.5 14204.0 11267.5 54774.1 19130.4 18034.0 17311.9
8 41312.0 30705.2 13275.1 50464.9 16929.8 14638.4 23591.7
9 31105.5 33910.4 14485.7 66157.2 9945.4 8513.1 22467.7
10 22695.8 25457.8 6176.4 42962.3 10265.2 10236.2 20912.2
11 41945.6 29359.1 9528.5 55405.6 10704.4 9445.5 28816.9
12 81661.7 42345.3 20556.1 73483.4 11037.7 8693.5 36958.6
Mean 33850.2 27649.4 12175.8 58582.2 13498.2 12374.1 27156.5






























The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in area 1 due to absence of
influential outliers. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP may be influenced by outlying




Table 45: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1989
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 275551.3 275327.9 395700.4 463790.1 1043309.8 244052.5 526218.7
2 224774.4 224626.7 334880.0 259853.9 206161.1 193956.0 310023.7
3 170794.0 170709.6 356346.5 176400.0 253914.4 181386.6 383632.1
4 254545.4 254373.2 183398.5 223838.4 181723.4 177524.2 158778.0
5 139002.4 138939.4 328160.3 155030.4 155515.1 147071.4 172966.9
6 136236.2 136163.1 242509.7 155804.3 128622.0 109322.5 134962.7
7 174826.8 174770.5 -44570.8 91161.6 161581.4 154599.3 166423.5
8 329418.9 329150.3 -102739.9 127884.3 287834.8 257631.6 444962.0
9 282898.4 282764.4 185584.1 116384.2 135532.7 124856.7 192133.4
10 171891.3 171824.2 283221.1 201348.1 140017.1 121125.3 177886.8
11 260006.7 259826.2 430922.0 217125.8 309686.6 296167.8 516676.2
12 410112.2 409755.8 411315.6 507097.8 299466.1 288304.7 465932.2
































The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. The MQ gives very large
predicted value in area 1. The NEBLUP(1) gives negative values in areas 7 and
8.
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Table 46: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1989
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 80517.9 51836.8 231815.2 249434.1 792041.0 30226.9 195504.7
2 28955.1 40622.9 86425.4 109326.7 14113.8 14730.2 57562.4
3 32912.9 50602.5 104222.2 87499.4 42809.7 11038.2 94831.0
4 25282.0 58987.3 123510.1 74395.3 13011.3 10736.0 57409.9
5 26012.0 48780.0 131030.4 64427.5 19952.2 17736.5 48422.0
6 17346.6 32841.8 68849.9 71959.8 9986.8 7846.8 41688.0
7 56372.3 36053.2 300938.3 67970.1 19574.4 15250.2 48181.9
8 47967.1 41836.5 329328.3 113282.5 25246.6 13786.5 79547.8
9 45885.9 70523.2 69808.4 77218.0 13477.5 5291.3 63096.9
10 24000.0 25859.7 119670.0 77426.4 10463.3 6172.8 36129.7
11 45500.3 64215.7 164709.7 89966.0 13753.7 7558.1 161763.8
12 52322.8 68381.6 440329.9 398656.3 23313.1 8871.6 81957.7
Mean 40256.2 49211.8 180886.5 123463.5 83145.3 12437.1 80508.0

































The MQGWR is the best predictor in the majority of the areas. The MQ
performs worse than all other methods in area 1. The estimated RMSE for the
NEBLUP(1) is much large than for the other methods in areas 7 and 8.
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Table 47: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1989
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 234504.5 234101.8 202173.7 204472.3 216988.8 210152.6 315378.4
2 210723.2 210472.3 189169.2 192550.5 198888.3 188045.3 289533.2
3 157290.9 157186.6 179594.2 182060.9 185069.9 183144.9 298029.3
4 244329.0 244064.1 193042.9 179918.9 180361.5 177719.8 168678.8
5 134689.0 134626.8 143779.4 138825.0 150435.7 153788.7 164315.5
6 128948.4 128837.1 124547.2 123585.0 122971.7 113340.5 143306.9
7 159006.1 158917.6 148988.0 151999.3 161756.6 161238.0 158148.3
8 270396.2 269898.0 248231.0 239608.8 261529.5 236933.6 344134.7
9 270642.8 270442.6 135247.7 138356.6 133775.9 128541.6 150044.4
10 163092.4 163039.1 128506.2 130721.1 134189.1 130518.3 193509.9
11 239227.5 238986.9 261963.9 261705.0 277476.5 278651.2 330479.1
12 346097.3 345484.1 262170.5 254524.6 265559.3 270420.6 486979.0





























The MQ performs substantially better in area 1 than in the case with presence
outliers. Similarly, the NEBLUP(1) performs better in areas 7 and 8.
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Table 48: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1989
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 24515.5 30159.5 13782.6 63530.2 16127.6 13726.6 31718.4
2 31998.0 31874.6 9434.4 62094.2 13175.8 10608.8 32892.3
3 39305.4 29893.4 13140.4 56819.1 16014.2 14043.3 63197.7
4 30546.7 39405.0 18737.5 55446.3 13232.9 13098.2 26421.8
5 31492.4 27539.0 14003.5 63964.9 19752.6 19993.9 21829.6
6 23310.9 26617.1 9070.4 51664.9 9683.8 8344.2 20083.8
7 15530.9 24788.5 15540.8 53467.0 19125.0 17422.1 20367.4
8 37874.9 55953.0 20103.8 65100.8 25744.5 18807.9 39361.3
9 44096.8 35640.6 13658.3 74607.2 13009.5 9253.1 27710.5
10 37725.6 30547.4 9987.5 46610.8 9903.0 8328.8 26354.6
11 48203.0 15612.2 16991.8 64202.3 12796.3 11874.5 37341.1
12 81836.3 63566.2 41662.3 102775.2 14791.6 15962.1 79675.6
Mean 37203.0 34299.7 16342.8 63356.9 15279.8 13455.3 35579.5

































The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in area 1 due to absence of in-
fluential outliers. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP may be influenced by outlying
estimates in parametric bootstrap. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially bet-
ter than in the case with presence outliers. The NEBLUP(2) has large estimated
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RMSE than all other predictors.
Year 1990
Table 49: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1990
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 269004.1 269032.3 286676.8 320381.2 1045277.6 188378.2 1291300.1
2 197697.8 197606.5 300692.5 245920.8 207676.2 188159.9 278591.0
3 181302.6 181206.5 267069.6 280404.5 237613.7 220205.2 295796.7
4 234837.4 234543.5 276842.1 264096.4 202407.0 205034.4 216605.1
5 179490.4 179352.7 264212.7 147010.6 162802.2 163134.5 171266.6
6 143280.2 143104.1 202779.9 189155.9 135336.3 128631.0 115105.5
7 240491.5 240877.3 127006.4 114230.8 190267.9 192927.0 159858.6
8 323927.1 324339.1 -348253.4 -96987.7 214512.7 233642.0 361446.1
9 356458.7 356011.1 284127.4 213644.5 225716.4 232467.6 393585.8
10 211389.3 211144.4 297976.5 243572.8 185487.4 177552.6 234456.2
11 276974.1 276626.5 399614.7 190878.5 300350.8 276170.5 468454.4
12 446055.6 445516.4 415396.2 474434.8 320794.1 304070.8 567073.2
























The MQ, the NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) are very unstable in some areas
— the MQ gives very large predicted value in area 1 and the predicted values for
the NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) are negative in area 8.
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Table 50: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1990
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 56959.6 51343.5 120617.3 270155.9 786396.5 27507.7 920879.7
2 31628.5 17989.0 130218.2 143176.6 28845.6 28726.7 53761.7
3 28369.8 24656.5 53190.5 80772.5 17417.2 13616.1 48623.1
4 48211.2 43529.7 65706.7 83652.7 21875.2 20712.2 54200.9
5 25546.3 34620.9 90116.9 77296.7 17045.2 15532.6 49432.9
6 23673.2 33153.1 52745.3 78340.9 11237.1 8931.8 38557.8
7 41668.4 38276.5 183218.6 104174.2 23008.4 21966.1 47289.1
8 76040.4 44079.1 252979.8 145528.0 30403.5 16638.1 55398.0
9 51634.7 41429.8 109774.6 108984.4 18701.8 16520.4 86655.2
10 32551.7 29706.5 90840.1 85507.0 19416.1 14022.2 50373.4
11 53510.0 40707.4 156279.5 106800.0 15148.1 10234.0 109436.3
12 104833.9 100550.3 371808.8 287330.3 24677.2 12292.2 155042.9
Mean 47885.6 41670.2 139791.4 130976.6 84514.3 17225.0 139137.6

































The MQGWR is the best predictor in the majority of the areas. The MQ
gives extremely large value of the estimated RMSE in area 1. The estimated
RMSE for the NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) are large than for the other
methods in most of the areas.
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Table 51: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1990
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 236790.7 236977.7 216857.7 219475.1 227227.4 221259.4 379327.0
2 187886.4 187692.4 196609.7 225107.4 213985.0 204145.2 321842.8
3 171002.5 170795.5 211714.1 223136.9 232048.2 224788.6 314742.7
4 228082.9 227275.3 218770.4 203412.4 204177.1 203111.1 209513.8
5 172939.3 172530.9 168418.6 161463.5 164845.6 163250.6 213796.5
6 136024.1 135537.5 130329.1 142755.9 133427.6 126825.6 120320.3
7 221326.1 222416.6 191609.1 182376.4 190725.7 189925.4 180031.8
8 293343.1 294574.9 222557.8 223253.9 233222.2 226313.4 335093.0
9 346263.5 345041.9 271571.5 240740.6 231393.4 233068.5 263784.0
10 205162.1 204501.6 184192.9 172364.9 186072.5 186887.7 242635.3
11 257243.4 256501.1 260303.0 254669.5 274888.1 272812.9 326694.9
12 407814.3 406382.5 331275.0 290072.8 299451.1 299952.3 430857.2
































The MQ, the NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) perform substantially better
in areas 1 and 8, respectively, than in the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 52: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1990
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 39254.9 37817.5 10323.7 69278.6 16994.8 14635.2 66958.3
2 19922.0 33134.6 15779.7 75970.2 29070.0 28072.8 53442.2
3 36484.3 32063.7 21258.3 59930.2 16224.9 14988.8 41160.4
4 27061.1 31428.1 15244.5 63433.5 22049.3 22420.6 31250.1
5 30469.7 18254.3 10907.4 71755.7 17419.6 17316.0 55153.9
6 21323.3 26610.1 10949.3 58767.3 10148.5 9509.0 18623.0
7 29039.5 43849.2 15166.5 64825.5 22789.2 22959.8 23781.8
8 64241.8 58722.9 14938.6 77797.6 25811.0 21529.0 39800.6
9 45622.2 68241.1 49438.2 109430.8 18643.9 17838.5 81640.5
10 36591.9 41077.0 10736.0 61037.7 19480.2 18371.8 34033.8
11 34014.1 59254.8 11876.9 75361.1 13100.2 12774.9 39181.3
12 73348.4 69670.2 49636.9 109636.8 14931.1 15165.0 68229.3
Mean 38114.4 43343.6 19688.0 74768.7 18888.6 17965.1 46104.6

































The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in area 1 due to absence of
influential outliers. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are very unstable due to the
use of parametric bootstrap. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially better than
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in the case with presence outliers. The NEBLUP(2) has much larger estimated
RMSE than all other methods.
Year 1991
Table 53: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1991
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 245971.6 244881.4 194244.8 252897.4 396081.3 384517.2 439472.0
2 166683.9 166007.0 136144.8 123910.0 153401.5 144728.2 255599.0
3 154429.4 153844.7 203840.2 231000.3 204249.7 170788.4 269393.6
4 176757.1 175863.9 233345.1 197773.9 162757.2 163940.9 175790.4
5 128171.7 127592.4 168124.4 141989.2 115346.3 91363.5 169816.4
6 105963.0 105611.5 155305.3 170595.2 491036.6 232391.5 120835.9
7 143373.6 142985.9 58111.0 84863.3 155214.9 152862.6 188242.5
8 330902.8 329579.2 104382.3 163816.7 251712.1 240944.9 379627.1
9 252881.8 251339.2 158524.9 145501.0 131347.2 132354.0 192134.3
10 153583.8 152864.3 188117.3 155694.5 134219.7 133652.7 174107.2
11 205118.2 203982.0 233281.3 133590.9 216443.3 240665.4 359981.0
12 334592.1 332270.2 371865.5 390674.4 288383.4 281724.8 393998.4






























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. The MQ gives quite large
predicted value in area 6. The NEBLUP(1) and the NEBLUP(2) give smaller
value than all other predictors in area 7.
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Table 54: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1991
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 62078.5 33499.2 76907.2 58556.9 149571.2 137360.7 95576.1
2 31463.3 28020.5 85534.5 36704.2 16669.8 16164.4 41728.6
3 34244.9 35777.7 44810.9 30789.8 20950.9 13367.8 41151.9
4 38832.4 27356.7 48709.3 43250.1 19772.6 18289.2 35798.6
5 18784.0 23746.0 71894.9 47655.6 9049.3 14035.5 30924.3
6 21940.9 17970.6 60569.1 78056.6 390549.7 65233.9 73687.5
7 35341.8 21190.2 62102.4 43941.0 30947.6 26089.1 39315.5
8 40043.6 65203.6 80255.3 63233.0 17258.3 15262.7 41427.2
9 49166.7 26628.1 35161.0 36475.5 8541.7 5026.0 35752.4
10 30476.6 31240.8 33671.6 27729.2 10495.8 14914.0 31590.4
11 41494.8 31886.2 80673.3 38665.3 15826.8 8910.3 85484.4
12 50668.4 69245.1 162327.2 92713.9 21793.9 21179.0 43731.8
Mean 37878.0 34313.7 70218.1 49814.3 59285.6 29652.7 49680.7

































The MQGWR is the best predictor in the majority of the areas. The MQ
gives extremely large value of the estimated RMSE in area 6. The estimated
RMSE for the NEBLUP(1) is large than for the other methods in most of the
areas.
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Table 55: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1991
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 226544.6 225354.1 224044.6 224249.1 243033.6 242908.5 371127.6
2 158603.1 157863.7 141687.1 164310.9 151601.9 152479.2 236092.5
3 144265.9 143628.7 185938.4 193426.9 195924.3 193311.0 243747.9
4 174100.5 173164.2 153712.5 161239.9 161875.0 160399.9 175790.4
5 125173.9 124563.9 110827.4 114538.0 113497.1 108557.0 162106.4
6 92421.6 92035.2 85881.8 95516.0 89315.4 87692.2 115092.8
7 131080.4 130621.3 122793.9 125096.7 126128.5 130496.3 170684.1
8 280978.0 279597.8 216091.8 212741.5 230520.6 224058.8 363216.1
9 251387.0 249785.1 138223.1 128961.0 130406.8 133947.2 166089.0
10 148991.3 148244.0 130688.5 134892.2 135317.4 136101.1 154885.1
11 200010.2 198837.0 217939.8 219628.4 231372.7 228501.6 288010.7
12 315388.8 313165.4 278135.5 260424.0 287284.2 286412.4 397564.1



































The MQ performs substantially better in area 1 and 6 than in the case with
presence of outliers.
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Table 56: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1991
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 45492.7 42556.8 17182.5 55022.1 22371.3 21525.7 49143.4
2 19847.3 40692.8 13229.0 47558.7 15655.8 15445.9 24323.7
3 28921.9 13837.1 14074.3 44696.7 15637.3 12103.0 27740.4
4 37357.5 26042.2 15563.9 44827.4 19779.9 19375.2 23471.6
5 16036.7 23958.2 7510.0 40797.8 8439.8 7805.4 28469.5
6 12896.8 16870.5 6873.3 40642.5 7547.9 7317.4 11865.4
7 27887.4 32895.6 11617.5 46516.7 13285.2 13338.1 25584.5
8 50038.7 51178.2 14360.6 58508.4 16962.5 15347.9 52113.9
9 41448.9 28311.8 24256.9 50800.7 6812.5 4677.6 17152.0
10 20005.3 35127.8 8310.2 38840.0 10440.8 10400.9 17065.9
11 40022.2 42370.4 9354.4 58426.1 9472.0 7698.4 39661.0
12 65831.7 60114.7 25009.0 78769.4 22223.1 21395.1 41981.4
Mean 33815.6 34496.3 13945.1 50450.6 14052.4 13035.9 29881.1






























The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in area 1 and 6 due to absence of
influential outliers. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially better than in the




Table 57: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1992
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 240533.9 240591.3 288332.5 312050.2 435770.9 392486.1 435407.3
2 162681.4 162273.5 158508.2 157173.7 191189.2 177597.5 217066.1
3 172000.7 171637.6 188979.2 170996.6 205554.8 181365.3 255806.9
4 216490.5 215815.1 245620.4 230811.8 175902.6 164104.6 169356.4
5 155092.8 154600.4 197116.1 172856.4 131065.7 114542.8 153076.1
6 103572.7 103337.9 102036.3 104390.6 308084.2 254123.2 387375.8
7 151285.3 151638.6 88827.7 113883.0 177430.4 174134.8 272127.3
8 346292.7 347086.9 133548.4 182619.8 258046.5 242365.4 302359.6
9 309966.5 308482.6 250422.1 235841.3 207730.1 207355.4 223044.4
10 178164.3 177457.5 243139.7 209334.6 182061.9 178717.4 183311.4
11 226047.8 225010.2 284711.8 175832.2 238099.7 237023.2 390642.6
12 362924.0 360945.6 392480.8 391205.1 302782.2 290220.8 338719.8


























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. All of the predictors perform
quite differently in areas 1, 6, and 8.
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Table 58: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1992
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 75427.9 39374.3 87240.3 81479.6 161189.5 137341.8 112750.9
2 30049.4 37075.1 60036.9 49059.5 47910.3 47879.1 38506.2
3 50028.6 36172.3 29427.7 30999.6 20867.2 16371.6 28721.4
4 41468.1 37158.0 33003.2 50566.6 14711.5 13731.7 31398.6
5 30287.0 31547.7 39150.0 60732.2 6887.8 8405.2 25173.7
6 18566.5 30509.6 47192.0 60968.0 217075.5 138297.1 277293.1
7 33502.7 22029.7 59489.0 48184.0 51107.7 48124.3 116712.7
8 55846.9 83340.4 71188.2 51248.9 38539.1 39215.5 43431.9
9 47480.6 72047.8 32844.6 47181.7 11653.2 10710.6 36026.8
10 37897.2 38344.6 35876.6 40487.9 17020.2 17633.0 39184.9
11 40758.8 36946.0 57679.1 38899.1 12062.7 9110.5 89197.6
12 77785.9 86012.2 103249.5 97807.2 24584.4 22260.4 44350.3
Mean 44925.0 45879.8 54698.1 54801.2 51967.4 42423.4 73562.4


































All of the predictors are very unstable, particularly in areas 1 and 6. The MQ
and the MQGWR give very large values in these areas.
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Table 59: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1992
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 222726.4 222724.4 204847.6 249024.6 274293.1 274285.4 449496.1
2 154202.5 153717.7 156853.2 188205.2 192596.4 192412.2 222807.6
3 162369.2 161942.3 171510.7 170278.0 199083.3 197590.6 243674.3
4 210245.6 209446.2 180983.9 180180.7 177981.1 176249.4 169356.4
5 150451.3 149874.9 146366.6 130721.2 127608.8 125049.3 153076.1
6 93847.9 93576.3 72728.7 90950.9 83788.9 83308.4 97789.4
7 136083.2 136440.4 141060.6 125628.9 134194.7 137575.4 143952.1
8 312688.5 313399.8 238894.0 211205.2 257414.7 256276.7 334944.4
9 299160.4 297432.4 247518.5 213182.4 206177.2 207207.2 286375.9
10 173083.1 172260.8 177432.2 180747.2 181446.7 181594.1 171519.4
11 214090.9 212915.7 220894.4 206971.4 234090.8 220212.1 295931.5
12 351962.1 349623.5 289796.0 280117.3 300439.9 292947.5 333507.4


























The MQ and the NEBLUP perform substantially better in areas 1, 6, and
area 1, respectively, than in the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 60: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1992
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 24502.2 47822.8 53903.9 53867.2 36159.1 34684.9 83444.0
2 36367.9 31309.0 19273.1 52293.1 48087.8 48926.5 36325.6
3 18778.0 46237.1 16943.9 37236.9 17931.5 16245.7 22525.3
4 42155.6 50526.2 11317.0 31500.3 14839.7 14866.8 23560.7
5 30035.7 22183.7 26592.8 27958.2 6055.6 6403.6 17957.0
6 20412.1 20461.8 9977.0 33224.1 7185.0 6955.9 13126.6
7 18204.7 15050.2 20641.1 53031.7 30081.3 30753.0 24084.4
8 87451.0 58013.9 29976.2 57031.7 39215.5 40292.2 70348.1
9 49946.8 45534.6 54397.6 42268.8 10907.5 10753.7 40446.6
10 28906.6 57195.0 11518.1 31608.9 17385.8 17675.7 22337.6
11 68815.4 30183.9 21260.4 43200.6 8972.4 8393.2 35854.4
12 46190.5 75711.0 16867.3 55624.1 24415.8 23205.3 49193.5
Mean 39313.9 41685.8 24389.0 43237.1 21769.8 21596.4 36600.3






























The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in area 1 and 6 due to absence of
influential outliers. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially better than in the
case with presence outliers.
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Year 1993
Table 61: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1993
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 297426.8 296824.5 280375.2 336922.3 475333.0 412937.5 519917.0
2 198024.4 197307.1 261042.2 210473.9 205301.7 191948.6 471257.9
3 206227.4 205327.3 242903.8 276137.6 374175.3 319394.2 443764.3
4 242033.6 240515.7 199292.2 214328.9 225844.9 216240.0 379715.7
5 163454.3 162481.0 200992.5 114749.3 142058.8 109132.2 201075.0
6 128415.5 127873.1 138032.8 55472.5 339007.7 80996.3 384433.2
7 192420.0 192081.2 46609.7 141075.5 256079.7 244184.2 327360.8
8 442641.5 442597.9 133695.9 218281.2 274427.0 275064.0 366901.1
9 332483.6 329976.0 245160.6 199404.3 177244.0 187315.9 205578.1
10 187184.5 185965.2 208979.9 205459.1 198113.9 197560.0 228440.4
11 260689.8 258889.1 371653.2 238771.5 287218.1 261094.0 493243.3
12 487890.0 483545.1 396245.4 456396.0 410154.5 390311.2 547479.7





























The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the same. All of the predictors give
consistent results in areas 2, 4, 10, while in areas 6 and 8 the predictors are very
unstable.
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Table 62: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1993
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 64323.4 75612.1 109958.0 110090.8 220606.3 165035.6 194342.4
2 35927.0 34041.2 85502.6 70523.9 52193.3 49629.3 246383.9
3 33512.5 39336.9 77048.0 76636.3 119538.3 109989.6 143315.6
4 42609.1 88867.0 53655.1 56113.3 22756.7 26036.9 84972.0
5 44483.7 38981.1 61417.4 47613.9 12172.9 30400.9 35353.2
6 25511.5 28389.9 76007.7 69771.4 235688.8 13309.4 235142.7
7 84414.2 58680.8 77159.8 72052.0 89964.5 67479.7 141944.9
8 82688.0 95248.4 124918.1 80463.6 53698.2 54021.3 67705.4
9 59327.6 117619.7 45497.4 35103.3 12950.8 9473.0 43430.9
10 58748.6 78198.9 42920.3 29401.5 17436.9 19066.4 31047.3
11 56734.6 48614.5 53715.2 62665.0 13763.3 10087.8 109959.8
12 174249.2 126508.1 72505.3 89973.2 26153.5 22567.0 73757.6
Mean 63544.1 69174.9 73358.7 66700.7 73076.9 48091.4 117279.7


































All of the predictors are very unstable, particularly in areas 1 and 6. The MQ
gives very large values in these areas (also, the MQGWR in area 1), while both
the MQ and the MQGWR perform much better than others in areas 9, 10, 11,
and 12.
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Table 63: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1993
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 263943.0 263418.7 224469.0 235125.2 254416.6 252441.3 380693.0
2 180837.8 180255.8 193463.0 201475.4 216195.9 215211.5 319975.4
3 187367.7 186667.8 196051.1 216881.7 260243.5 257706.6 266651.6
4 230896.5 229739.1 200612.2 243764.8 226662.4 226468.5 379715.7
5 156262.8 155507.0 155289.9 131048.7 146991.1 144678.2 201075.0
6 112579.6 112150.0 103130.6 103755.3 97527.8 96162.6 146807.0
7 164967.1 164678.4 151957.3 184472.1 189700.0 196340.6 273814.9
8 367934.4 367746.3 260908.2 250175.8 279769.9 278304.7 396211.4
9 320338.9 318435.0 242871.8 178301.7 177244.3 179728.7 255502.9
10 180409.2 179468.8 165285.5 183754.6 196798.0 197869.1 274705.4
11 249834.6 248449.8 247915.7 242069.5 279608.4 262836.2 384114.7
12 481439.2 478083.5 426186.8 387904.8 412166.2 404357.4 543069.0





























The MQ and the NEBLUP perform substantially better in areas 1, and 6
than in the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 64: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1993
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 75376.2 41388.8 15742.3 44570.5 28067.9 26663.2 48590.5
2 33795.1 27071.8 13513.8 55797.3 53863.8 54131.8 72348.2
3 28565.5 48667.9 47756.8 42326.3 25814.1 24016.9 31749.7
4 53681.3 48330.3 22038.2 40389.8 22849.2 22291.6 80074.2
5 47428.3 55783.6 29454.1 34216.6 10800.4 10662.3 25119.5
6 34745.1 24717.5 24643.0 52560.3 8698.0 8723.0 15278.0
7 27280.0 42689.0 28054.8 66030.6 53204.0 54578.9 50880.8
8 109620.6 109442.4 29327.8 62402.6 54904.0 55981.8 121810.7
9 67808.0 70539.2 82118.6 35979.4 12010.4 10179.2 34081.7
10 43332.5 60069.6 26222.3 32552.3 17693.0 17902.5 35120.3
11 42318.9 74337.5 14288.6 48500.9 11601.9 10156.9 34307.6
12 77264.5 89388.6 48291.4 59547.7 25852.3 24172.1 59702.6
Mean 53434.7 57702.2 31787.6 47906.2 27113.2 26621.7 50755.3








































Table 65: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1994
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 308962.8 308128.1 293503.0 328173.1 475055.3 486348.0 542249.8
2 224163.5 223456.9 164800.7 166963.1 163711.9 163878.0 270948.4
3 210986.8 210342.8 310906.9 370370.3 436053.0 439983.9 490822.9
4 281140.5 280101.4 302852.9 250023.9 232691.1 233822.8 255697.8
5 217789.6 216945.1 240190.5 187100.4 200338.4 200789.1 278007.0
6 134904.8 134507.6 52198.1 71440.5 335481.4 340831.0 461424.2
7 189410.2 189037.2 11809.6 164603.0 217267.0 231370.1 587546.7
8 385647.1 385133.6 6777.4 226828.9 298461.9 306093.9 522048.5
9 340298.9 338835.3 176589.2 196690.6 183099.2 182972.7 278532.2
10 219521.6 218637.8 206959.6 206630.8 191587.0 190354.0 246522.1
11 284087.8 282853.7 340864.0 217499.9 348146.2 335636.0 1427577.1
12 491582.8 488981.4 420216.3 411246.9 404972.9 403497.6 497397.3





























All of the predictors are very unstable in most of the areas. The EBLUP and the
SEBLUP are almost the same.
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Table 66: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1994
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 62229.8 90636.7 67696.0 59379.5 195454.9 203363.0 159045.0
2 69231.6 59869.6 108724.1 58618.9 25765.6 14967.2 41668.8
3 70921.0 44920.4 95124.6 100173.0 137454.5 134292.8 83546.5
4 61328.5 74683.0 35651.2 61689.1 19743.5 20253.2 55511.4
5 54360.8 64747.3 40734.2 39060.2 21076.4 18225.5 44273.4
6 40846.8 43312.3 42170.0 39189.0 238960.3 243258.8 333627.3
7 73685.6 78945.0 102156.0 63468.8 108993.4 113850.0 366747.9
8 82489.4 190520.5 128931.5 95206.9 78788.0 80510.1 163842.2
9 92800.0 80256.9 40236.4 41055.2 10986.9 10928.7 62313.9
10 42021.8 68481.5 30503.0 27824.9 11652.0 11763.1 47280.1
11 65506.7 65336.0 67385.8 68854.6 29933.0 22011.6 978240.3
12 194615.8 161349.5 57421.3 56287.1 21166.4 19957.9 62747.1
Mean 75836.5 85254.9 68061.2 59233.9 74997.9 74448.5 199903.7




































All of the predictors are very unstable, particularly in areas 1 and 6. The MQ
and the MQGWR give very large values in these areas, while both the MQ and
the MQGWR perform much better than others in areas 9, 10, 11, and 12. The
NEBLUP is very stable in all areas.
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Table 67: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1994
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 265307.9 264827.4 257453.2 257736.1 278535.8 281872.0 413907.6
2 205171.5 204764.4 164145.6 155297.8 178011.5 181246.3 226517.6
3 186326.7 185968.5 273380.3 276482.7 317146.4 311293.1 427895.6
4 269485.4 268891.9 241474.0 240904.7 236126.6 233389.0 230145.6
5 209960.9 209480.9 201563.3 197308.7 214498.7 207981.1 253390.4
6 116210.3 115984.2 84913.0 86687.7 93289.0 91633.8 132683.8
7 157706.4 157486.9 127117.0 145396.9 141217.3 149290.5 226040.2
8 311250.2 310898.7 267488.0 309329.1 333015.9 332836.7 336198.7
9 329949.2 329121.5 199365.3 184049.9 186435.8 182315.6 211552.9
10 212895.4 212394.2 194454.9 188949.9 198498.8 195108.7 213032.7
11 272171.4 271473.2 305467.5 287827.5 332869.5 325721.0 423297.6
12 486071.0 484608.6 422915.2 390327.0 410078.0 392219.6 584378.8
































The MQ and the NEBLUP perform substantially better in areas 1, 3 and 6
than in the case with presence of outliers.
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Table 68: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1994
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 46753.5 50999.2 14997.1 50152.2 17479.7 16428.2 51322.2
2 54748.4 51437.3 29545.3 56924.6 14273.5 13048.4 25133.1
3 65576.4 49218.6 35686.3 52587.0 30830.4 29015.9 64296.9
4 57581.0 94423.2 14767.5 56303.4 20295.1 19548.9 27578.7
5 43110.4 73036.3 12844.4 53065.3 15738.8 15403.4 23320.9
6 30965.7 29188.7 12585.2 38775.8 6943.4 6613.6 15071.4
7 70936.6 41013.9 21518.8 78581.2 28032.7 27733.7 45847.6
8 74189.7 51796.7 56815.3 98201.7 85895.4 85787.6 63966.6
9 80459.3 43854.9 27191.4 59182.2 10999.2 8972.0 32173.5
10 64395.5 91061.1 10546.0 41040.5 11832.4 11586.3 24552.1
11 67759.7 59918.6 16199.3 69414.4 16442.1 12546.3 35289.8
12 109743.2 101280.2 41939.2 90610.1 20342.6 16487.0 64151.8
Mean 63851.6 61435.7 24553.0 62069.9 23258.8 21930.9 39392.0




































The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in areas 1, 3 and 6 due to absence
of influential outliers, whereas in area 8 it still has very large estimated RMSE
due to remaining outliers in the area. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially
better than in the case with presence outliers.
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Year 1995
Table 69: Predictor for the ith small area mean, 1995
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 226515.6 226309.1 277904.1 340292.9 775120.2 180200.1 927048.4
2 181324.5 181119.1 188238.4 235926.3 178469.5 97440.7 217800.6
3 195754.4 195566.6 325486.0 313620.7 493304.3 379639.8 617680.1
4 278763.5 278105.3 202825.3 130234.6 177399.1 169168.7 197771.3
5 205696.0 205375.7 251933.9 148863.6 151664.0 144881.9 154900.2
6 136358.2 136232.0 117703.5 165035.8 117932.6 106156.1 159614.9
7 171038.1 170956.4 9392.3 228684.3 315002.0 318679.4 263078.6
8 373826.5 373045.3 37037.2 185069.7 341682.9 331695.6 517774.8
9 330196.6 329163.1 250571.5 178043.5 170462.8 161357.2 265529.1
10 242195.8 241734.9 244542.6 211222.4 216858.9 199918.0 290022.0
11 293143.9 292220.9 561990.8 353105.7 329452.3 348303.4 516919.7
12 519374.6 517221.5 567430.7 449495.7 435309.7 428162.0 555821.3





























All of the predictors perform quite differently in area 1, particularly, the MQ
gives very large value in this area. The EBLUP and the SEBLUP are almost the
same.
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Table 70: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error, 1995
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 51077.4 56808.0 127963.2 251629.5 526560.9 52689.8 645565.3
2 38258.3 63978.8 91715.2 201897.3 22891.7 26510.5 51919.2
3 49963.4 20670.0 90492.1 241215.2 160740.7 118169.8 220897.6
4 95941.5 89544.0 50499.0 190019.8 16788.6 16152.6 54264.8
5 32880.7 37330.2 108947.1 154940.2 10524.5 8091.1 46172.1
6 25287.3 40204.7 58772.0 173241.3 12768.0 11841.2 43403.3
7 52840.4 23144.2 211480.9 264271.7 155943.3 158604.2 115614.7
8 52634.4 114376.1 278544.0 232223.3 78258.3 74113.2 140294.8
9 63266.5 105278.5 56525.1 212112.1 12340.4 6717.6 73500.4
10 36161.3 49692.1 73844.9 173445.4 17655.9 15835.5 48506.3
11 37672.9 115785.0 129804.6 219009.0 19913.5 14525.1 101778.6
12 158673.6 175398.7 94770.1 246452.1 16606.3 12701.0 60540.7
Mean 57888.1 74350.9 114446.5 213371.4 87582.7 42996.0 133538.2







































The spatial methods give good results, in particular, the MQGWR is the best
predictor in areas 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12. The MQ gives extremely large value of the
estimated RMSE in area 1. The estimated RMSE for the NEBLUP(1) and the
NEBLUP(2) and larger than for the other methods in some areas.
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Table 71: Predictor for the ith small area mean without influential outliers, 1995
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 196261.1 196037.7 209148.7 182070.1 215858.0 203734.7 343879.4
2 172034.2 171855.1 174222.4 181717.9 176070.9 168181.0 253828.0
3 179703.0 179558.8 220085.7 213585.8 308465.2 256905.6 388148.8
4 269466.0 268913.4 192277.9 206204.3 177028.7 167234.6 186610.7
5 198863.6 198617.0 172591.0 145317.1 149061.3 139944.5 183619.4
6 129503.9 129417.6 115875.7 122531.9 115362.0 109413.9 143249.8
7 157568.2 157478.3 235531.7 312088.7 316848.4 325281.3 429864.8
8 330586.0 329763.4 304750.9 332249.2 357351.4 317947.9 461329.3
9 323435.3 322541.3 179105.0 171004.6 168853.3 156945.8 193496.6
10 233611.0 233252.1 194191.6 198380.4 215569.3 204233.1 264400.5
11 283923.8 283145.8 287559.4 310865.5 345729.7 337264.7 436110.4
12 503356.8 501516.6 443761.0 393282.1 417405.7 417318.6 588641.5
































The MQ performs substantially better in area 1 than in the case with presence
of outliers.
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Table 72: Estimated Root Mean Squared Error without influential outliers, 1995
i EBLUP SEBLUP NEBLUP(1) NEBLUP(2) MQ MQGWR Direct
1 47120.4 34936.0 21221.9 35548.6 20905.0 14306.6 50730.5
2 26613.4 39735.7 30813.0 48151.5 21544.0 17082.8 50454.3
3 47793.4 40029.7 72344.9 69452.8 34600.0 22776.2 57015.1
4 60312.4 88940.0 25051.1 49367.7 16941.2 13514.7 21210.1
5 66797.7 59879.5 29332.5 22411.9 9384.0 7020.9 22332.5
6 34369.7 23757.4 22266.9 52364.8 11874.2 11039.5 21002.4
7 42786.1 26095.9 63766.3 131425.4 156409.7 153280.4 249545.2
8 93873.8 87163.8 43832.2 76632.3 79101.1 71543.6 122247.3
9 59011.3 55313.7 35400.2 34943.9 11097.0 6109.7 36282.8
10 59137.6 85999.4 12547.3 32159.1 17393.2 13252.1 35327.5
11 34439.2 69803.4 20494.2 56299.3 13697.4 13412.3 45884.4
12 225616.2 129451.7 81934.8 64909.4 14819.2 12015.1 35783.3
Mean 66489.3 61758.9 38250.4 56138.9 33980.5 29612.8 62317.9


































The MQ has much smaller estimated RMSE in areas 1 and 3 due to absence
of influential outliers, whereas in area 7 it still has very large estimated RMSE
due to remaining outliers in the area. The NEBLUP(1) performs substantially
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Table 73: Sample size, 1979
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 45 37 53 29 22 34 23 66 29 54 55 30
103
Year 1980
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Table 74: Sample size, 1980
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 39 39 50 28 22 32 24 58 32 54 58 24
105
Year 1981
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Table 75: Sample size, 1981
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 49 36 47 29 21 30 27 59 33 54 50 37
107
Year 1982
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Table 76: Sample size, 1982
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 45 43 33 21 19 24 36 68 23 37 33 36
109
Year 1983
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Table 77: Sample size, 1983
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 48 35 37 20 17 25 36 63 25 42 37 37
111
Year 1984
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Table 78: Sample size, 1984
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 36 32 35 14 13 22 26 43 19 38 34 31
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Year 1985
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Table 79: Sample size, 1985
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 33 34 37 21 16 20 22 38 19 36 36 31
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Year 1986
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Table 80: Sample size, 1986
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 36 38 38 20 16 21 31 56 15 40 44 26
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Year 1987
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Table 81: Sample size, 1987
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 53 62 62 20 22 35 36 84 26 65 75 35
119
Year 1988
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Table 82: Sample size, 1988
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 60 54 66 19 24 37 37 84 31 66 80 40
121
Year 1989
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Table 83: Sample size, 1989
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 61 53 74 27 27 42 42 89 21 55 73 28
123
Year 1990
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Table 84: Sample size, 1990
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 52 48 70 23 25 40 45 71 19 48 61 23
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Year 1991
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Table 85: Sample size, 1991
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 95 103 108 56 60 72 79 117 51 81 84 46
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Year 1992
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Table 86: Sample size, 1992
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 93 95 102 52 58 70 72 119 47 69 86 49
129
Year 1993
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Table 87: Sample size, 1993
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 91 79 100 50 51 61 56 96 47 68 87 50
131
Year 1994
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Table 88: Sample size, 1994
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 126 75 104 54 45 96 49 88 42 62 80 46
133
Year 1995
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Table 89: Sample size, 1995
i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
ni 85 73 88 44 58 54 47 87 42 64 76 43
135
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